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Hooks To Speak At Women's Luncheon
Frances Hooks, National
Coordinator of the WIN
Program,(Women In NAACP),
will be the guest speaker for the
Black Voice News Women of
Achievement Luncheon. Eunice
Williamson, nutritritionist for
The University of California and
President of the Riverside/
Moreno Branch NAACP, will
be the honoree for the luncheon
March 15, 1991, 11:30 a.m. at
the Sheraton Hotel in Riverside.
The annual event salutes women
in celebration of Women's
History Month
"WIN is Mrs. Hooks' baby,"
said local coordinator Lillian
Harper. The purpose of WIN is
to enhance and strengthen the
work of the branch.The projects
of the WIN include adoption of
elderly and children's homes,
providing scholarships , dealing
with issues such as teenage
pregnancy, drug abuse, health
care , retention of Black youth
in school and helping people to
help themselves. In one case
there was a home with no indoor
plumbing WIN helped them.
Another case was in Virginia, a

·

Eunice T. WIiiiamson
mothe r died leaving five
children, WIN members are
helping in their care. Mrs.
Hooks said, "WIN is one of the
most positive programs of the
NAACP, it can.help the branch.
I believe in it and I am excited
about it." she said. Mrs. Hooks
serves as aid and appointment

By Suzanne E. Jones Special
to the BLACK VOICE NEWS
Eddie Dee Smith has always
been active in her community.
She is a member of the
Riverside
Chamber
of
Commerce and continues to
work with several community
groups including the Brown Bag
Program. At 80 years of age she
shows no signs of slowing
down. Today, she continues to
be active. She is organizing a
play to be performed at her
church, Mt. Vernon Missionary
Baptist. The play is called
"Challenge of the Cross" and
was written by Charles A.
Marsh. Seven women who are
members of Mt. Vernon Church
will perform in the play as they
read scriptures from the Bible.

Eddie Dee Smith

Eddie Dee, as she likes to be
called is a beautiful, petite
woman with lovely brown skin
and thick gray hair. She has a
smile that always warms a room.
Eddie Dee says her hair went

secretary to her husband Dr. Ben
Hooks, Executive Director of
the President National NAACP.
Previously, she has been a
teacher, education counselor, cofounder and program director of
the
Memphis
Volunteer
Placement Program in Memphis,
Tennessee.

prematurely gray when she was
18 years old and that her )lair
changes from white to gray
depending on the events occurring in her life. "When my
father died, my hair turned white
from the shock and when I'm
sick, it turns dark gray." Eddie
Dee was born in Fort Smith,
Arkansas in 1911. Her mother
died when she was a baby, leaving her to be raised by different
relatives. In 1921 Eddie Dee
moved to Denver, Colorado with
her father, brother, and sister. In
Denver, Eddie had family that
owned a restaurant. She worked
there-as a waitress until she was
14 years old . From Denver,
Eddie Dee and her father moved
to Oakland, California in 1925.
. Smith dropped out of high
school when she was 17 because

she wanted to work. Four years
later in 1933, when she was 21
years old she decided to leave
Oakland , and moved to
Riverside, California.
In 1938 after living in the city
for nearly five years Eddie Dee
wanted a change of scenery and

moved to Rubidoux, California.
"I wanted to get out into the
country, and Rubidoux 's rural
appearance reminded me of
Denver." Eddie Dee enjoyed
Rubidoux so much, she has
!See Eddie Dee on Page B-4!

"CHALLENGE OF THE CROSS"
DATE:

Palm Sunday, March 24, 1991 TIME:

3:00 p.m.
PLACE:

PRICE:

Mt. Vernon Missionary Baptist Church
5476 34th street In Rubidoux, CA. For
more Information call 684-6480
FREE OF CHARGE.
• • • Everyone Is Welcome • • •

Last Thursday morning an
ongoing argument erupted in
the shooting of a Perris High
Student while classes were
changing in the Riverside area
community.
The unnamed student was
treated and released. Jim
Jennings Public Information
officer for the Perris Union
High School District said the
bullet from the 25 . caliber
handgun grazed his side back ·
area and lodged in clothing.
The eleventh grade student
shot the ninth grader while
passing between first and second period. According to
Jennings, a female student
passed the gun to the eleventh
grader who fired the shot and
See on Shot Page A-4

Boy Riding Bike Hit By Car Recovers
Darryl Scott, a 12 year old
San Bernardino youth who was
hit by a car near his home on
Pennsylvania and 16th Street on
Monday, February 4th is home
from the hospital.
Darryl was released last
Saturday but remains in a wheel
chair. He still faces more
surgery.
"He didn't see the car and
the car didn't see him the impact
was so great the Doctors said it
is a miracle he is alive," said his
mother Jacqueline Johnson.
Darryl sustained injury on

both sides of his skull from the prayers, without them he would
impact of the car or from the fall. not have made it.
He has a broken leg and pins
have been placed in the leg to
hold it together. His lung was
punctured, shoulder was opened,
the skin on his left hand was
scraped off and two fingers are
broken. The fracture behind his
ear may leave him with
permanate hearing loss.
Following the accident his
father Darryl Scott, Sr. was on
the scene immediately.
The family, thanks the many
neighbors and friends for their
Darryl Scott, In happier times

Stokely Carmichael Spoke At U C R
Zizwe, director of African
Student programs, opened program with few words on
Kwame then he introduced special guest Ernie Longwalker.
Longwalker is a native of this
country, but stresses he is no citizen no r an American.
Longwalker makes it plain that
he is a citizen of his own land
which was brutally stripped
away from his people by the
learning in college. As well as
many coming from different

parts of world to be mis-educated, which aids in the destruction of his people. Longwalker
did not bite his tongue by saying
"if anyone seeks so hard to be a
part of the system that continues
to oppress his people is the
enemy of his people. 'Through
the "educational system" the
enemy was creating more
oppressors to fill their spots in
the future. He called by being
the leader of destruction,"wherever there is destruction this

country is in the fore front and if the for front of the struggle.
they are not then they will buy Kwame later took his struggle
their way in." Lastly, he men- Black to the home front, Africa.
tioned that the first slave to Kwame Nkrumah, president of
escape was taken in by his peo- Ghana is its "independence" and
ple. "The red man and black .Ahmed Seku Ture of Guinea
man has been separated for hun- ]ater became co-presidents of
dreds of years, but we are one Guinea after Nkrumah was over
thrown by the CIA and reacour blood mixed."
Background, Kwame Tore is tionary forces of Ghana. · An
bener known as his slave name African president inviting an
Stokely Carmichael. He was a overleader to come to his counblack panther member in the try to be co-leader of the counsixties. However, he is still in try. That was a true lesson for

(
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Problem
Traveling ··!1 lot has its
downside, but to me it is the best
learning experience I've ever
had. After 20 years of making
almost 100 speeches a year in
v arious parts of the country,
some lessons are sinking in.
What did I learn in all of
these places from most of the
Black people I met? They
usually believe that their city is
unique unto itself, that Blacks
within their geographical
environs are not doing as much
to advance the race as Blacks
are in many other places.
That is a conclusion drawn
from anecdotal evidence and not
scientific by any means. But
since that impression drives my
conclusions, let me proceed with
, it. Toe feeling of "me and mine"
is my secondary impression.
Black middle-class people tend
to
see
themselves
as
disadvantaged. disenfranchised
and oppressed.
They psychologically identify
with the plight of the poor
Blacks, but share none of the

economic or social· burdens of
our le ft -out and left-beh ind
brothers and sisters.
Furthe rmore, we insist on
rem e d ies for poor Blacks
through programs that make rich
m iddle-class B l ac k people
richer. In reality, many boycotts
become patronage systems for
wealthy Blacks i n business,
rather than re lief for the
burdened Black poor.
M i ddle -class Blacks are
defensive and tend to shrink
from any responsibility for poor
Blacks and fail t o see any
linkage between their behavior
and a growing poverty-class of
Blacks. Inste ad , we convene
freque n t meeti n gs to blam e
White racism.
When the 350 organizations
of the Black middle class spends
$16 billion at annual meetings
· with Whites or one-half billion
dollars ($500. million) 'n five
days with Whites at the annual
Congre ssio n al Black C aucus
event in D. C. each year. We
reward other members of o ur

Tony Brown
cla ss
and
create more
opp o rtu nities fo r ourselves
while giving lip service to the
perceived p robl em : racism
( wh ic h
is
actually
the
predicament).
Toe real problem in the Black
community is poor Black people
because the real problem of the
Black community is poverty, not

Howard University
President To Speak

Dear Editor,
The recent announcement by South Africa's President De Klerk
that the end of apartheid may be in sight should be a source of hope
and joy for people of color in America If the liberation of South
Africa does indeed come to pass, then the complete liberation of
African Americans is also possible. As the last vestiges of
apartheid fall in South Africa. as the Berlin Wall fell, then Jet us
redouble, even triple our efforts in America to rid our country of
the last vestiges of discrimination and racism and fulfill the Dream
envisioned by the Rev. Dr. Martin Luther King once and for all. If
Democracy can be fully realized for all of the citizens of the United
States.
,
South Africa may be free as early as trus coming June. This process was set in motion just three years ago wh~n Congress, over
President Reagan's veto, voted to impose economic sanctions on
South Africa, joining se eral other nations in the! effort Taking a
cue from this, African Americans can take a great stride forward
toward their own liberation by launching a massive boycott against
certain states with a continuing history of oppression, like Arizona,
isiana and Florida, targeting the ir iourist industries to start. and
then expanding the effort, if necessary. include products and services from their major corporations.
By doing a little research, such a campaign can be taken a step
further by identifying the state's Black and Latino owned businesses and patronizing only those while boycotting the mainstream. In
this way, it would resemble the "surgical precision targeting" we
are told our military is employing in the war with Iraq to avoid
killing civilians. If South Africa can be liberated in three and a half
years time by draining the white ruler 's pocket books, then the
same can be done here since everything's about the money in
America too. By unifying and planning ahead, we can see now that
African Americans can make Dr. King's dream come irue, within
our lifetimes.
Sincerely
Chris Ellis

Dear Ms. Brown:
My congratulations to you for your successful effons in helping
to develop the state's first-ever Calendar of Ethnic Events. This
publication is beautifully designed and will provide our citizens
with an opportunity to share in California's great multicultural
diversity.
I hope that you will continue your work with the Ethnic
Marketing Committee to stimulate greater ethnic awareness on the
J)clrt of all Californians.
Thank you for your valuable contributions, and congratulations
once again on a job well done.
Sincerely,
PETE WILSON GOVERNOR

Established in January of 1973

Dr. r 'ran!dyn Jenifer, esteemed
president of Howard University,
will be the eynote speaker at the
Howard Upiversity Alumni Club
of SouLhehi California's Charter
Day Awards Dinner. The dinner, to
be held on Saturday, March 16 at
the Beverly Hilton Hotel, will benefit the University's scholar.:,hip
program and raise funds for capital
development. The Silent Auction
Reception begins at 5:30 p.m; dinner will be served at 7:00 p.m. Dr.
Jenifer, 14th president of the 124
year old university, has long been
respected for his sagacity, vision,
and administrative skills.
Dr. Jenifer is the first Howard
alumnus to act as its president. He
holds both a B.S. and an M.S. in
microbiology from Howard, and a
Ph .D. in plant virology from the
University of Maryland. Howard
University is recognized throughout Lhe nation as an outstanding
research institute. Founded in
1867, it is a private institution of
higher education located in the
northwestern
section
of
Washington, D.C. The University
has been coeducational and multiracial since its first year of operati on , and now boasts a s tudent
body in excess of 12,000. In addi•
lion to its 18 separate schools and
colleges, the University also has a
renowned 500 bed teacrung hospital. For more information about the
Howard University Alumni Club
of Southern California's Charter
Day Awards Dinner, please contact
the Event Director at (8 18) 9956545.

non-Blacks. But that means we significant change in the status
-racism.
And if poverty is the can't blame them for poverty of Black people. That means
problem, why are the Blacks in among poor Blacks. If there are that privileged Blacks must
power focusing on racism ? not enough Black businesses in change first.
They must begin to change by
Because the Black middle class your area - or no Blacks who
has failed to see our struggle as sell what you want - there are admitting that they are not in the
Black-owned same condition as poor Blacks,
a "community" struggle, rather 424,000
than a " What about me?" businesses in the country. that they, Black middle-class
struggle .
Flexibility and Instead of giving up, we should members, are not the problem.
creativity have not been our create a way to find out where Therefore, the relief needed for
strong suits . One very-well-off they are, keeping uppermost in our community's development
Black woman in Phoenix mind that we must support should be aimed at those who
wante d to buy from other businesses, Black or non-Black, need it -poor Black people.
Blacks, she said, but there are that expend some resources that "What about me?" should
none in Phoenix. This logic enrich the Black community in become "What about them.?"
makes her comfortable giving some way: jobs, scholarship,
TONY BROWN'S JOURNAL
100% of her money to non- money, literacy programs,
Black people. She, like you, has tutoring, legal and financial 1V series can be seen on public
a right to spend her money with assistance, etc.
television in Los Angeles, CA on
whomever she pleases, but she
Black middle-class people Channel 28 (KCET). Please
must do so with an awareness of control about 80% of Black consult TV listing or phone
what it means. We can (and do) wealth.
station/or air time.
spend all of our money with
Their attitude is crucial to any
r - " - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -·- - - - - - - - ,

A MESSAGE FROM THE PRESIDENT OF THE NATIONAL EDUCATION ASSOCIATION

The Six Education Goals
ilver Ridge Elementary School in
Central
Kitsap,
Wash., hums with
children engaged
ir. learning. Students work independendy- as well
as in groups large and small. Computers are everywhere. Both rhe
instructional program and rhe
build ing itself were designed by the
Silver Ridge faculty.
At Wells (Maine) Jun ior Hi gh.
students are no longer grouped by
ability. T he Wells facu lty reorganized instruction so char students
wirh differi ng abilities work toget her and help each o rher learn .
Parents and teachers have noticed
real irnpro\ emenr in student learni.ng and arri tudes towa rd school.
Imagine if every school in Amer•
ica were like Si lver Ridge .1nd Wells
lmagim: 1f al l faculties wert· able tG
design the educational programs
best ~uircd for their student~. I magine ii .1II comm un mes were invoh·ed
in rheir ,chools. Imagi ne if all
tuden cs were Lngaged in learning.
Imagi ne 1f America were to
fc hie"e its six national educanon
goal . ...
Tho,e go.1b, adopted one year
ago hy Presidenr Bush .ind rhe 50
governors, sta te chat b~· rhe year
2000: all ..:hddren will scan schoo l
ready co learn ; 90 perce nt of high
~chool srudc:nt will gr d uare: student maHer) of subject matter will
improve dramacicallv. math and
science achievement will imp rove
significancl\ : all adult Americans
will be literate· and all schools will
be d1~c1plinect and drug free.
N'me }ears remain for us to
transform those goals into realiry.
T har' an ,normous challenge. Bue
if America makes child ren and education a top national priority, it' a
challenge we can meet.
We in che NEA bel ie"e that all of
America's Khools can be like S ilver
Ridge Elementary and Wells J un ior
H igh. And we're working to make it
happen.

Ilea

America's
Children
Cannot ·
Wait

programs that address specific educational needs and can serve as
models for other schools and districts with similar needs. Silver
Ridge Elementary and the Central
Kitsap School district are pan of this
program.
• Teacher education. T he Center's
teacher education project is establishing partnerships with schools
and un iversities to redesign teacher
preparation.
We're proud of what the Center
has accomplished in its first 12
months. We're proud because NEA
members are improving student
learning in their schools-and developing models for improving
learning in all America's schools.
Bue we' re well aware chat the six
national goals cannot be met by the
NEA, by educators, o r by schools
alone. Meeting the six goals requi res
that government, business, and all
sectors of our society take responsibil ity for problems that extend far
beyond schools but directly impede

students' ability to learn.

KEITH GEIGER
President,- NEA

A year ago we: created the NEA
Natio nal Center for Innovation co
better focus NEA's school improvemen r efforrs. T he Center's programs
include:
• Dismct-ba.;ed improvement. T he
Center 1s working with 15 school
districts across rhe country that are
resrructuri ng rheir schools fro m the
ground up. Th is progra m will expand unril it incl udes at least one
district in each state.
• School-bao·ed resrruaun·ng. The
Cen ter is working with six schools
whose faculties are transforming
teachi ng and learning based on
educarion research and the needs of
rheir students. Wells Junior H igh is
one of these schools.
• Exemplary programs. T he Center has identified four exemplary

T he first goal of ensuring th at all
children start school ready to learn ,
for examp le, requires t hat good
nutrition, medical care, and early
childhood programs be accessible to
all. T he Bush Administration's p roposed $100 million increase for
Head Start is a move in the right
direction- but it's not enough . It
d oesn't provide anything near the
$7.4 billion necessary for H ead Starr
to serve all eligible children.
If our nation is to meet goals two
th rough six by the year 2000, we
musr reach goal one today. In the
words of Argentinean writer Gabriella Marcella: "Many things in life
can wait. Bur the child can not. Now
is the time when h is bones are being
formed, his blood is being mad e,
and his mind is being shaped. H is
name is not tomc,rrow. It is today."
America's responsibility is to enable all ch ildren to meet che challenges of tom orrow. N either the
challenges nor the children will
wait.

National·Education Association• 1201 Sixteenth Street, N.W. • Washington, DC 20036
(202)822-7200
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"Should women reporters be permitted inside men's locker
rooms?" That's the question for Week #3 (March 4 - March 1O) in
Sound Off at 7-Eleven. Wh en th e issue erupted last year
following an incident in the Boston

Continued on Page A-2
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An Explosion of Freedom: Ebony Fashion Fair·
EBONY FASHION FAIR,
the world 's largest traveling
fashion show, celebrates its 33rd
annual year with FREEDOM
EXPLOSION 1990-91! The
fireworks explode this fall with
a million dollar collection
designed by fashion greats such
as Yves Saint Laurent,
Valentino, Bob Mackie. Fabrice,
Issey Miyake, and Sonia Rykiel.
Seductive and free-spirited from bodysuits and tights to
gauze fashi ons - the design

emphasis is one that shows
every curve to its best advantage. A choice of eye-catching
brights and earth-loving naturals
add a dynamic look to lhis season's styles.
Fourteen magnificent models
- twelve gorgeous women and
two handsome men - showcase
class, style and excitement as
they whirl across the stage in ,
the body-hugging designs. The
full-figured model and the
crowd-pleasing twins, Ron and

Rod Fuller, return lhis year.
Not only is EBONY FASHION FAIR an exciting and
entertaining experience, but
since its inception in 1958 it has
donated more than $36 million
to charitable organizations.
Eunice W. Johnson is producer
and director.
All of the energy of a
Broadway show plus explosive
designs by the world's most talented designers make EBONY
FASHION FAIR 's FREEDOM

mail order, according to Mrs.
Bettye Lewis and Mrs. Edna
Noble, ticket chairperson and
co-chairperson respectfully.
This year's show will be
held Friday, April 5 at 8:00
p.m., National Orange Show
Grounds, Mill & "E"
Streets, San Bernardino. For
further information, call
(714) 889-9032, (714) 820- ,
1227, (714) 381-1852 or
(714) 684-1072.

about this year's show. Due to
sell out for the last two year 's
she suggests that you purchase
your tickets early this year to
insure seating.
Tickets went on sale March 1
and may be purchased from any
member of The Social Lites,
Inc. or The Social Lites
Auxiliary. A listing of ticket
agencies will be published within the next two weeks. Tickets
may also be purchased through

EXPLOSION an unforgettable
event that must be experienced!
According to the Board of
Directors of THE SOCIAL
LITES, INC. of San Bernardino,
local sponsors of EBONY
FASHION FAIR, over $2 million has been awarded in scholarships and assistance to local
students throughout the Inland
Empire as a result of your
patronage.
Ms. Tillie 1991 EBONY
chairperson, is very enthusiastic
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by Ernest C. Levister, Jr., ·
M.D., F.A.C.P.
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HIGH-TOPS
Dear Dr. Levister: I
am a 12 year old girl, my
dad says high-top tennis
shoes are nothing more
than a fashion statement.
My gym teacher says
they can help to protect
against ankle injury.
Who's right? A bewildered 12 year old.
Dear Bewildered: The
charming and talented
Olympic track star Flo Jo
in high-top tennis shoes?
Yes, she swears by them.
Though
originally
designed for ba!iketball nearly all college and
professional players wear
them.
High-tops can protect
·your ankles. Unlike the
floppy canvas high-tops of the
'60s, today's versions are higher,
more stable, well padded and yet
flexible.
High-tops can protect against
ankle sprains by stabilizing the
ankles and preventing a rollover, or inversion, onto the side
of the foot. Inversion injuries
frequently occur when people
jump up and then land awkwardly to one si9e.
Studies of some 2,500 high
school basketball players determine that those who wore lowtop sneakers were most likely to
sprain their ankles. Among
players who h.ad a history of
ankle iri)uries, those wearing
low-tpp shoes were twice -as
likely to l?e reinjured as those
wearing high-tops.
, You are a candidate for hightops if you play basketball, ten,nis, racquetball, volleyball, participate in aerobic exercise,
mountain ,hiking or, Jf walking is
your preferred form of exercise ,any sport where iliere is a'tendency to roll over on the ankle.
: When shopping for high-tops,
try them on and make" sure they
*are supportive enough to prevent
you,r feet from rolling over.
Many of the newer models haye
,b 'een designed to rallow you to
flex and extend.your feet wtthout undue restriction.
:"'.i If Flo fo can clinch the gold
fa'bigh tops, obviously they are
more than a fashion statement.
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L_____·. ________ ------- -ANHEUSER-BUSCH SUPPORTS YOUNG, GIFTED AND BLACK STUDENTS - Eighty
five of the most promising Black high school students in Los Angeles County were honored
recently at the 1991 California State University at Dominguez Hills (CSUDH) Young, Gifted
and Black Residency and Honors Program. Mick Lewis (left), corporate affairs southwest
region manager tor Anheuser-Busch Companies, a program sponsor, addressed the young
honorees, paying tribute to their achievements and preparing them for the corporate world.
The selected students, drawn from private, public and parochial schools, were treated to
three days of in-depth study of the theme "African-Americans in the Mass Media: Images,
Opportunities and Change." Educators who lead the program (from left) were: Dr. Jannette
L. Dates, associate dean, Howard School of Communications; Louis Murdock, CSUDH vice
president, student affairs; Yolanda Moses, CSUDH vice president, academic affairs; Dr.
Gordon Berry, UCLA professor, Counseling aAd Educational Psychology and
Communication Studies.
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ANHEUSER-BUSCH ASSISTS TODAY'S YOUTH AND TOMORROW'S LEADERS - The
Challengers Boys and Girls Club held its annual Celebrity Basketball Game recently and the
stars were out in force. Proceeds from the game, sponsored by Anheuser-Busch
Companies, will enable the Club to provide educational and recreational programs for youth
in South Central Los Angeles. Lou Daniels (second left), Challengers executive director,
shares a light moment at mid-court (from left) with: actor Hal Williams; Mick Lewis, corporat~
affairs southwest region manager, Anheuser-Busch; actress Olivia Brown; Ed Lara,'
president, Westside Distributors; and John T. Stevens, special markets regional manager,
Anheuser-Busch. The game featured celebrities against an all-star team of alumni
Challengers.

Alcohol Awareness Month: March 1 - 31

The Lowry Center at St.
.Dr. Le.;ister welcomes reader Bernardine Medical Center would
mail concerning their body but like to remind everyone that March
,regrets that. he i~ unable to is Alcohol Awareness Month. This
answer individual letters. Your year's theme is "Your're Free To
l etters will be incorporated into Choose Responiable". The
the column as space permits. objective of Alcohol Awareness
You may direct your letters to Month is to inform and educate
Dr, Levister in care of Voice individuals (children, adolescents
News, P O Box 1581, Riverside, and adults) on the potential dangers
,GA 92502,
of Alcohol Abuse. In the United
;
States at least 10 million people are

7/11 From Page
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Now it's the public's (and the
fans') chance to have their say.
Patriot locker room, lots of Tank, Cr ush e r a nd Beast
e xpert opinions were heard. (above) are expressing their
expert views to Madeline, their

addicted to alcohol. This means
they have to continue drinking most
of the time to function normally
(A.D.I.N. publication 1986).
F. Y.I. NOTES There are three
different forms of alcohol - beer,
wine and liquor. The active
ingredient in all the different types
of alcohol is a chemical called
"ethanol, or ethyl alcohol". Alcohol
is a depressant drug, one that
depresses (or slows down) the

central nervous systems.
Life without alcohol or any
drugs can be celebrated and
maximized to the fullest by
remaining completely Druf Free!
for more information on Alcohol
and Drug Treatment contact the
LOWRY CENTER at (714) 8824420, Monday through Friday: 8
am. to 6 p.m. We're here to listen.
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Inland Empire Caucus Formed
by Dan Colegrove

Jim Brulte (R - Rancho
Cucamonga). He and other
SACRAMENTO - An Inland local Legislators feel that the
Empire Caucus of the California best way to ensure fairness for
Legislature was formally the two counties is to work
established today in Sacramento. together in a bi-partisan way.
The Caucus, consisting of As an example, Legislators
Senators and Assemblymembers pointed to the San Diego
of both parties, is intended to delegation, which votes together
address issues of importance to on such issues as education
San Bernardino and Riverside funding and mental health
Counties, in a unified manner.
services.
The Inland Empire Caucus
"Ours is such a dynamic area
was the idea of Assemblyman of the state, that we as

NEW CHAIRMAN -OF
THE BLACK BUSINESS
~SSOCIATION
Johnnie L. Cochran, Jr.
has been elected Chairman
of the Board of the Black
Business Association.
Cochran is the first attorney
ever 'to head '' this
progressive organiz.ation.
The Black Business
Association · .. (BBA)
continues to be the only
organization of its kind in
the country providing its
members with a wide range
of services and activities
designed Ao
insure
economic growth in the
African-American
community.
As Chairman~ Cochran
will preside at meetings of
the Board of Directors.
Cochran will lead the Board
in the strategic direction of
the organization. ·'
Cochran
will
unquestionably be a pivotal
force to the organization.
Cochran has ' been a
successful businessman for
over 20 years. He owns the
Law Offices of Johnnie L.
Cochran, Jr., a professi~
corporation.

Program Manager for the forest
In her new position Wtlson will
coordinate efforts to enhance
employment opportunities for
women employees and promote
understanding among the forest
workforce regarding workforce
diversity.
A forest employee (or about
three years, she previously worked
for area real estate firms, the
.county of San Bernardino,

Southwest District Association and
Tabernacle Baptist Church. A
graduate of San Bernardino Valley
College in 1989, she is a native of
De Ridder, La.

FREE TAX PREPARATION
SERVICES FOR EWERLY &
HANDICAPPED
The San Bernardino Parks,
Recreation and Community
Services Department announces
that free income tax and renter's
credit fonn preparation assistance
for low income and moderate
income elderly or disabled persons
will be offered by AARP
volunteers at the Senior Citizens
Service Center, 600 West 5th
Street. These services will be
provided at the center every
Tuesday and Wednesday from
February 5th through April 10th,
1991, on a first come, first served
basis between the hours of 9:00
a.m. - 12:30 p.m. The center
opens at 8:00 a.m. For further
information please call 384-5136.

(lESOURCE
AVAILABLE
FOR
DEVELOPING
VOLUNTEER
DIVERSITY PROGRAMS
Developing
and
implementing minority
outreach programs are the
focus of a new United Way
of America publication now
available as a resource to
interested nonprofit and
private sector organizations.
Blueprint for volunteer
Diversity provides information on
planning and implementing a
program to recruit, develop, place,
and retain Asian, Black, Hispanic,
and Native American Indian
volunteer leaders.
IL also
IRS WANTS TO TALK TO
addresses the business-related YOU
benefits of organizations
The IRS has something to say
implementing a plan to increase and they want to talk to you.
cultural diversity in the workplace,
The IRS will meet with your
and offers strategies for marketing group or business. They accept
and evaluating the program. : , , .···. · invitations to speak to the public.
The book is based '.on the They're not invited to audit returns
exper~e~c~s b't 2.~ H,ri].f~<f}Vay 'br to collect delinquent taxes.~but·
·o rganizations, that conducted rather to talk a~tit the tax faw,
Project Biueprint ,,?Diriority ;iudit procedures, the collection
outreach programs between 1987 process, and other subjects. There
and 1990. Included
profiles of is still time ,to request a speaker
the programs with a summary oL who will address your group
,site demographics, project results, during filing ~son. The IRS does'
and lessons learned.· . . . , } i . · accept invitations1 vear--t:ound and
.For more infonnation·;piease there is no charge fo~:this service.
contact Joarietta ijold_e11 (?J)3) 836- :,The IRS\speakers will ,address

are

f 1~;,~~!.!~j;£.,it;;· i;::ii!iii;f'.,r1i:,. .i;~;:;~i~~t:s;!};;~~t-"g~:

EV.ENJN_GINtUNISIA k+ .,t . · •, can ask that,the1swaJcer address a
,The .Rainbow Performing Aris,,., .specific topic ;«'i>such as the
Gtoup, in celebration'.:of BJack iTaxpayer Bill ofRights/ 'o r ;you
History, ,. has "schedu'ied :r Ari can•have the s·peaker address a
Evening 'in Tonisia~''featµring ·the more general topic, such as any tax
· finest jazz musicians in lhe'lnlancF.,)aw changes in 1991.,0ther topics
Empire. This event will"take place ., ,'of . in,terest ,; are. . criminal
on Sunday, March 24, 19Qtfr6m < investigations, , · and'
Jax
5:00 to 8:(Xtp,.m;;at th_e ~ h Afr i responsibilities for .those affected .
Force J3ase NCO Oub; ,,; N > ,; ._.. ' by Operation D_esert Storm. If .
•In fadditJon, . a,,,~Kitiis [and ;fyqu,:re in Los ''J\ngel~s county,,
'Queens of Affica~/fashion show,. , contacts the IRS .Speakers Bureau •
feaniripg .• g Africa~",i;;fand 4 at (213) 894-4113.fFor 'all other
contemporarytfashio~s;"satuµng . Southern California counties, 'plus
P.J.:olliinent .Aft:ican-American men the Long Beach and,,South
of
and · women · ·,•· of the local Los Angeles county/ call (714)
community will be held as part of : 643-4069 and askJor a speaker'to
the evening's festivjties. < .
talk to your group.
,There is,a $15 donatiori:\vbich
·
.,
•·1
includes
d'oeuvres and' a no- · . ,. - TO BE IN US 1 NESS

representatives
have
to
cooperate and demonstrate our
strength," said Assemblyman
Jerry Eaves (D - Rialto). Eaves
was elected Chairman of the
Caucus for 1991. Assemblyman
David Kelley (R - Hemet) was
elected Vice-Chair.
The
chairmanship will rotate yearly
so that a Chairman from San
Bernardino County will be
followed by a Chairman from
Riverside County.
In addition to working

The members of the Inland
together on state legislation, the
Caucus wants to involve local Empire Caucus are:
officials in identifying and
Senator Ruben Ayala (D solving regional problems, Chino)
Senator Marian Bergeson (R Eaves indicated. It is hoped that
a series of hearings involving Temecula)
Senator Bill Leonard (R state and local officials can be
held in the area this year. Key Upland)
Senator Robert Presley (D issues identified by the Caucus
this year include; Mental Health, Riverside)
Assemblymember Jim Brulte
Categorical Funding for
Education,
Redistricting, (R - Rancho Cucamonga)
Assemblymember Steve
Transportation Funding, Local
Clute (D - Riverside)
Goven191ent, and Water.

Black Economic Empowerment:
An Economic Imperative

Cola Company actively encourages economic empowerment
through minority business ownership, as evidenced by the
Philadelphia
Coca-Cola
Bottling Company, the third
largest African-Americanowned firm in the entire United
States. We were the first soft
drink company - the pacesetter, if you will - to empower
b\3cks with a bottling franchise.
This franchise includes production and distribution - not just
distribution, as is the norm for
other soft drink companies. Nor
do we intend to stop with this
first effort, which has been
called one of the most successful minority-launched businesses in our nation's history. And,
in still another example of economic empowerment, during
this past year alone, Coca-Cola
Enterprises maintained at least
15 percent of its pension plan
assets with minority-owned
invesonent management firms.
Ensuring fair employment
and promotion opponunities is
fundamental to black economic
empowerment. Our operating
policies require managers at
every level in the company to
be involved in creating an ethnically diverse workforce. As a
result of this internal policy, the
pe rcentage
of
AfricanAmericans in our workforce is
twice that of the general·population. Of the 20 percent of our
employees who are black, some
18 oercent are professionals and
managers.
The Coca-Cola Company
hopes that even more major
firms will recognize and
respond to the economic value
of corporate social responsibility efforts, including activities
that help to empower blacks and
other people of color. Knowing
that philosophical commitment
can generate true power only
through good deeds, we remain
finnly committed to action.
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Senior Peer Counseling Volunteer
Opportunity For The 90's
It's new, it's different, and it's life-enriching for all who participate," said Mary Akstin, with AgeWise: An Outreach Program
for Healthy Aging. AgeWise, a program of the County
Department of Mental Health, was specifically established to
address the mental needs of older adults.
Are you interested in enriching and expanding your life? Do
you enjoy people? Do you want to enable others to successfully
meet life's challenges and changes. The you are a likely candidate
for becoming a Peer Counselor. For more information or an
application contact Mary Akstin or Annette Nelson at l-800-4515633 (AgeWise) or 356-3820. Applications will be accepted
through March 29, 1991

by Carl Ware
In today's business world,
leading corporations must
assume more responsibility for
the condition of people in the
workplace and the marketplace.
In this regard, we at The
Coca-Cola Company view our
commionent to empower black
South Africans and AfricanAmericans
through
entrepreneurship and employment as an important role for us
to play.
Our initiatives in South
Africa, for example, have been
praised by leading antiapartheid forces like the African
National Congress (ANC), the
United Democratic Front, and
the Black Forum. Our economic empowerment programs on
behalf of black South Africans
have been acclaimed as superb
examples of progressive strategies that other companies
should follow.
·
It's important to understand
that The Coca-Cola Company
disinvested from South Africa
in 1986. We have no assets or
employees in South Africa and
pay no taxes to that nation 'S
government.
As a pan of disinvestment,
the Company sold more than a
third of its ownership interest in
South Africa's largest bottling
company to small retailers and
bottling company employees,
the vast majority of whom are
black.
The effort also included
arranging for a group of black
investors to purchase a majority
interest in another bottling franchise, one that ranks among the
top 10 privately owned businesses in South Africa.
After consulting closely with
black South African leaders,
The Coca-Cola Company
created the Equal Opportunity
Foundation (the EOF), an independent fund dedicated to aiding the victims of apartheid and
building a post-apartheid society. This foundation is supponed by an initial invesonent of
$10 million, and it constitutes
the largest education and development foundation controlled
by blacks in all of Africa.
Ethnic diversity, of course, is
an issue not only in South
Africa. Too many Americans
still fail to understand that intelligence, creativity and great
possibilities are not monopolized by any single ethnic
group, regardless of its own
mwiology.
Here at home, The Coca-

A MILLER MASTER -

$99
Price Includes Cleaning
Up To 250 Sq. Ft.

'I/hole House
Special
Carpets Cleaned
5 Rooms and
Hall

$99

(714 689-2120

Ray Wright (center), president of

llllnols Beverage, Chicago, displays his MIiier Master's
award with Jerry WIiiiams (left), MIiier Brewing
Company Llncoln regional manager, and Thomas

Koehler, MIiier vice president of sales, during a recent
sales meeting In Chicago. Illinois Beverage, a five-time
MIiier Master, was selected as one of 33
dlstrlbutorshlps honored for 1990. The MIiier Masters
program annually recognizes distributor who achieve
excellence In all areas of their business.

Shot From Front Page
escaped allegedly over the fence happened at their school, said.
on the east side of the campus Jennings.
near Ruby Drive.
The students were told what
Both ·
arrested .suspects happened immediately.
have been suspended from
The police were on· the scene
school.
3 to 5 minutes after and campus
Initial reports, show this was supervisors were there in less
an isolated incident and part of than a minute.
an ongoing argument, it
is not suspected as gang
related. It is not known
if race was a factor, the •
victim is African American the
alleged perpetrator are Hispanic.
This is the first shooting on
the campus and the students
were not only alarmed but they
became angry that the incident

Rainbow International Carpet
Dyeing & Cleaning Co.

Carpet Dyeing
Special
Any One Room

Assemblymember Jerry
Eaves (D - Rialto)
Assemblymember Tricia
Hunter (R - Rancho Mirage)
Assemblymember David•
Reiley (R - Hemet)
Assemblymember
Bill
Lancaster (R - Upland)
Assemblymember
Paul
Woodruff (R - Redlands)

Speel4t7oud5ato«,~ ·
The Power Team.
"Just In Time"
Salon Professionals That Deliver The Styles You Want
First Row L to R

NA1DI.

Blanche
Janice
Jaclcie
Yvonne
Tracy

~

Stylist
Braids
Weaves
Stylist
Stylist

Second Row L to R

1?.luDK

682-a334
682-a334
682-83'34
682-a334
682-a334

l'mll.

Dorothy
Forrest
Sabrina
Terry
Loan

~

Stylist
Barber
Barber
Stylist
Nail Tech

.f!la.rK

682-3744
682-8334
682-a334
682-3334
682-3334

If your Hiair is not beamiing to you . ..Then you should be coming to 11s
We offer complete Beauty, Barber and Nall Care Service

4158 14 th Street, Riverside, CA 682-8334
Next to Del Taco on 14th Street Near Brockton Ave

B11siness Directory
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ORANGESHOW
LINCOLN-MERCURY •

~

Otis L. Jones

®

Attorney at Law

Telephone 1714) 881 -1683

<"0,~.,.:. <Woma.n
7- ~~
~\IO·

VOLKSWAGEN

PETE HAYS

!&tty .St,wotl ']),.• ..!,, &f.'D.

Sales Representa tive

'
696 North "D" Street Suite 1
San Bernardino, CA 92401
(714) 888-5579

1600 Camino Real
San Bernardino CA 92408
(7 14) 889-3514

R1vers1de-Co1 1on-Redlands
171 4) 824-0270

to <Woman

Obstetrics a.nd Gynecology
Medical Group

1-800- 237-811,5

!},..,

Dtplomate ol Amabn Boord
Uf Obste!rics and Gynecology
·

']),..t.y-:J<unGf., cM.'D.

Are you worried
'It.
about the Tap water you Drink?~
Why pay a $1.00 or more when

National Safety Associates
Provides Quality drinking H20

Diplomat• ol Amorbn Bo..d
Of Obstetrics and ~

Office Hours
8y Appointment
S..1 & Ew A\loilaNe

For only 3¢ a gallon

249E H ~
San Bemardino. CA 92404

(714) 656-2851
Business Opportunities - Salespeople' Needed

Tune in to:
HEART TO HEART
With Roslyn Turner-Clark MFCC

Marcille's Hair Design
5922 Magnolia, Rivuside 684-2710

We Offer:

Saturdays' 12:00-12:30 p.m on KPRO-1570 a.m.
featuring Heart to Heart talk on:
• Parenting
*Emotional stress
*Marital issues
*Becoming emotionally

Blow styles, precision cuts, press &
curl

• Relationship building
*Compulsive behavior
*Co-dependency
healthy in the 90's

Curls, Retouches, Cellophanes,
Weaves & Braids
'
Call For An Appointment:

684-2710

Sponsored by Creative Counseling Ministries
Ministering God's Hope and Healing to hurting
people (714) 683-8484

·e·---

~~
IKI.W

• •C'A• •LOWNER
•\'l•N•' H~OBBS

M~ieas
23741 G SUNNYMEAD BLVO.
MORENO VALLEY, CALIFORNIA 92388
714/ 242-3414

Ceon Jones & Deborah Weathers

(714)683-5339

Teer
One
Properties

Specializing in African-American Art
By Appointment Only

P.O. Box 70163
Riverside, Calif
92513-0163

'$

Mike's Emg. Locksmith Svc.
5225 Canyon Crest Dr . Ste. 79 .
Riverside, CA 92507 (In Towne C tr )
17 14) 788-6730
(714) 824-2060

If you are Renting ...

24 Hr Mobile For All
Yo ur Locksmith Needs

You are buying a house for somebody.
Why not buy a home for yourself.

0

(714) 68~8398
Alicia & Howard Lee
Directors

....

'1:r ','

''

ITPAYST~.~~OKWELL

Jot·s 5far Jighl B~rbtr Shop

Gary & Kim Jordan
Bonded

Safes. Dead Bolts, Lockouts
Opened or Installed
St Lie No 525853

MIKE TEER, BROKER

Notary Public

1535 UNIVERSITY AVE
RIVERSIDE, CA 92507
(714) 684-2467

Ebor-.,U95t 9eaiAI,, Salen
JlatqlCIQ.,....
C71•>•••H714>• De

JOSEPH L. HIGGINS, PROP

(714) &84•0484

SHEILA STOKES, HAIR .STYLIST

M - F 9 :00 to 6 ·00
Sat 9 · 3·00

Albert Johnson Jr.
Attorney At Law

LEE'S SHOE REPAIRS
GOLF BAG - LUGGAGE REPAIR
AND SHOESHI NE PARLOR
5225 Canyon C rest Or. No.79
H r,e rs,de

Attorney at Law

CA 92507

Z,~1114

.

S"'41t,

• ,t 'P~ E~

Salon ( 714 )875-1581
Home ( 714) 864-4 769

139 West Foothill Blvd.
Rialto, CA 92376

Scales ol Jastice

ffair

~ ~ 4ae:

~

Gogi's Beauty Salon

the

?H~~~
~

Specializing In Black Hair Care
Appointments & Walk-Ins

Balallce

1/toa Z~-e ~ e'6ou
1611,ltJ'Bev,,e
~-

4166 Almond Street
Riverside, CA 92501
(714) 683-1777

4166 Almond Street
Riverside, CA 92501

(714) 683-1777
SAM LEE

m.,,,,, su.- v ...1ee.

St4li

wldl

(Formal Wear)

~

·~~

Rentals &
Sales

• ":llutd E,,hoctH

•"l~fJBe,,.,e

Raymond E. Herndon
Attorne,

• Evening &
Wedding Gowns
• Party &

KB'7-6457

Law

Legal Representation for

Prom Dresses
• Furs & Accessories

Wedding Coordinating

7u hAf-" -1,-.-'-- eltU u ttr;er1thfli •
-'1 ,-,e.,.r.t ecu. Ae I • I t>'B (!.u - uwe
el,e ~ - - " -I !Ii. ~e~.e ~
.

at

For Appofntment

Mina's Fashions

• Family Law
• Personal Injury
• Criminal Defense
• Workers Compensation

International Ladies Clothing
& Assessories
See the Latest in
New York Fashions
Coming soon:
African Attire - Kente Cloth
5184 Arlington - Hardman Center
Riverside, CA 92501
(714)689-3232

3585 Main Street, Suite 102
Rivers i de, California 92501

Tuxedos available also

(714) 781-0·507

c..~c..ose1sos 1'wt 1111' s.ue. s.. fJ6
s- ..._,.,.,. e,1 91411

Call (714) 425-1621

EBONY
CREST SALON

Bertha's Beauty
Salon _& Boutique

Mickey
NAIL TECHNICIAN

Boutique

Designer Fashions Below Wholesale Prices
Petite Tall a.nd Large Siz.es
*Better Brand Nam.es

Bertha's Beauty Salon & Boutique
$10 off Wave Nouveau &.Lustra Curls
$5 off w ·onder curl & Permanent Relaxers
MEN - WOMEN - -CHILDREN

Uz Claiborne
Calvin Klein Sport
Comme Classic
Carole Uttle
Ellen Tracey
Christian deCastelnau

1338 Massachusetts Ave. Riverside
Near K-Mart Shopping Center on Iowa
682-1338

For:Men:';;~ ' Women
·~-

<?f 1 ..~~ -~::~}?}\<·. ; :;) ~:;\. J

.

:\Jr~:At

A painless -pennanejit hair rez.noval Wet~od ,
, Ask for LAHA}'
-.-.. ,
·:::

,

..--714-369~:o:33°
Complete Skin Care For Me!i.and\Y<>m~rt
' .~ -~

:

.

.

.

' 7028

RIVERS IDE.

M AGNOLIA A VE

CA 92506

(714) 686- 1290

Anne Klein
Wild Rose
Sybil

Miss Ashlee
Charter Club
BISWoman

Just to name a few !

Main & Carter Business Center
045 Main St. Suite 102, Riverside, CA 9250

ANGELO F. LEWIS
HAROLD J. KRAUSE
Owners

(714) 948-9574
•

r-~ . § 8
~di~
·~~y........., ··

(714) 781-6681 (714) 788-9667

-< . . ..;).:, ·.' .,• ·. '-~:•. ;.:.

Evelyn*Lena*Yvonne*Dorena ready to sem youl
Store Hours: Tuesday-Saturday 10:00 AM-5:30 PK

• Corporare Accounls
Weddings
• Special Events
• Airport Shutt,e
, Proms
• Sweet "16" Presentations • Body Guard & RN's Available
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A Brief Historical Sketch Of The Black Church

MT.
ROSE founding legends. A pioneer in
SPONSORS BUILDING the music ' industry, Rev.
FUND
Cleveland's 50 years in gospel
The pastor and mem- earned him numerous gold
It is needless to state the
bers of Mt. Rose Baptist records and 3 Grammys. He
impossibility of speaking of the
Church invite you _to led the world famous Southern
attend their "Laporing ,California community Choir
history of the Black Church in
Together"
Building and founded of the Gospel
the time allotted me. Therefore,
Fund." Rev. Carl Knott, Music Workshop of America.
I give a brief history of some of
assistant pastor at Stratton Ceritei)s lo,cat_e d at
the high points of the greatest
Friendship Baptist Church 2008 Pennsylvania Ave. . .
organization of its kind in the
in Rialto will speak. The
To volunteer; or reserve a
world.
program will be at the booth,.call (714) 788-5867. For
No single force has played so
church located at 1457 information about choir, group or
vital
a part in the Black
North Mt. Vernon Ave., in solo perfonnances, call (714) 874San Bernardino, Sunday, 4487 So mark your calendars for · American's life throughqut the
ag~s of religion. It provided
March 10 beginning at 3 this exciting extravag~za
him with solace during the long
p.m ~ For more informs:~
lion, call (714)873-1900.
NEW L1FE 'MISSIONARY
night of slavery and helped to
BAPTIST CHURCH NEWS
nurture him in the better years
NEW JOY BAPTIST
This is the day that the Lord
that followed. The Black
CHURCH
· ro has made; I will rejoice and be. Churches that were shaped by
WELCOME REV. E. V. glad in it! (Ps. J 18:24). Good
the force fostered early Black
news to all, the Spirit of the Lord
HILL,II
businesses and, as a collective
Sunday March 17th, is moving and being manifested
whole, grew into the largest
during the 10: 15 a.m. here at New Life Missionary
Black organization in the counworship service we will Baptist Church. February was a
try.
be celebrating the mile- fruitful month; many have accept·
Naturally, the Black Church
stone of being 1 1/2 years ed Christ and established church
has
been affected by the comold. A unique service of .m embership. Not only at New
plex
facts influencing the total
"Membership Life but the body of Christ, the
Appreciation" has been Church, have grown. In the last
texture of life in the modem age.
planned to give thanks to days the Lord said, "I will pour
Science has challenged the
God for this marked and out my Spirit upon all flesh" (Joel
church to update old philosonoteworthy time in the life 2:28). Since the beginning of the
phies, leading to a declining
of this church family. Persian Gulf Crisis and the time
interest in traditional patterns of
Guest preacher for the when United States President
thought. Social pressures have
occasion will be the George Bush informed the public
prodded great portions of the
Reverend E.V. Hill pastor about Operation Desert Shield
public into an activist attitude
of Mt. Zion Baptist maµy all over the world have been
demanding
that all existing
Church, Los Angeles. saved, Hallelujah' However, the
institutions
apply
their resources
Family and· friends are harvest is still plenty and there is
to
the
solution
of
difficult probinvited to share this cele- still a great need for an abundance
bration with us. Services of true laborers. So saints lets
lems. The result has been a
are held at Kansas Avenue continue to pray, fast, study the
falling off in church memberS.D.A. Church, 4491 Word, and walk and witness fc,
ship and a waning interest on
Kansas
Avenue, the Lord in Jesus name!!!
the part of the young.
During this week, Sunday,
,Riverside, Rev'. Paul S.
Particularly affected has been
March 10th New Life.will have its
Munford, Pastor.
the Black Church which has to
Young Matrons Prayer Breakfast
"SECOND BAPTIST and in addition it is Homecoming · face up to the demands of the
Black Revolution.
Young
CHURCH TO INSTALL Day. Rev. Walter Lou will be the
Blacks
have
diverted
their
enerIT'S NEW PASTOR guest speaker. On Palm Sunday,
gies
to
a
crusade
that
deals
with
March 24th at 3:30 pm New Life
ELECT"
the
present
world
instead
of
the
will
be
worshiping
with
the
One hundred year old
Second Baptist Church, Friendship Missionary Baptist
Hereafter. Yet they, as well as
Riverside, will soon install it's Church in Ontario, CA, Pastor,
their elders, have retained a
new Pastor-Elect, T. Ellsworth Rev. Jesse Jackson. Pastor, Rev.
respect for the church, realizing
Gantt, II. This special event will Elijah Solomon Singletary will be
that it possesses tremendous and
Lake place on the followjng the speaker for the Mothers board.
remains the one place where
Sundays; March 10th, March On March 29th, Good Friday,
Blacks
of all levels continue to
17th, and March 24th, with a 3:30 ministers from the Inland Empire
come
together.
More than 11.4
p.m. service each Sunday, On will present the Seven Last Words
million
belong
to
these churches
Sunday, March 24th, at the 10:15 of Christ on the Cross at 7:00 pm.
or
more
than
half
of the total
a.m. Worship Service, the guest In addition, the pastor of New
Black population - while anothMinister will be Pastor Warren Life, Rev. Elijah Solomon
er 1.6 million Blacks have
Anderson of the Gideon 'Baptist Singletary broadcasts each
Church of Tucson, Aruona. The Saturday at 1:00 pm on KPRO
joined predominately White
public is invited. Second Baptist 1570 A, so stay tuned!
congregations.
Church, Riverside, is located on
Feel free to come and fellowBlack churches have reacted
2911 Ninth Street, Riverside, CA ship with us here at New Life
to the combined challenges of
92502.
MBC and be a part of the Good
militance and integration by
News, the Gospel of Jesus Christ
changing- their programs to
GET READY FOR THE Remember, "when you believe
accommodate the needs of the
BIGGEST DAY-LONG GOSPEL and accept Christ, you begin a
Black masses. Church-sponEVENT EVER!
,New Life." New Life Missionary
sored day care centers for chilThe Riversi ae Park and Baptist Church 1322 N. Medical
dren
of working mothers, educaRecreation Department, Son- Center Drive, San Bernardino, CA
Rise Youth Ministries and The 92411.
tional and community programs,
Educational Challenge preas well as housing projects have
sents a Gospel Tribute to the
been undertaken with special
Late Great Rev. James Word Of Life Christian Center,
federal support. The Black
Cleveland, Saturday, April 6, Inc.
Church, like an ineluctable
1991, llam-7pm, at Stratton services held at: Valley COGIC
force, rolls on.
Community . _.. Center
in
16681 Wood Rd., Riverside, CA
The place of the Black
'Riverside. This free event will . 92508,(714)780-9959
Church
in the history of the
feature ,t he fi,iest ,. gospel Wednesday Night Bible & Prayer
Christian
Church is unique. It
choirs. soloists and performers 7:30p.m.
was
born
in
response to a need from throughout Southern Friday Night Prayer & Healing
a
need
for
racial
solidarity. Its
California. You, your family
7:30p.m.
founders and leaders were preand your congegration are
invited to share in this excit- Sunday School IO a.m.
pared to fulfill these demands in
ing tribute to one of gospel's Morning Worship 12 am.
every respect, as they were posMark 16:16
"
sessed with a spirit of helpfulness and desired to be of the
greatest possible service to his
Mt. Rose Missionary Baptist Church
race. There was no place in
1457 N. Mt. Vernon, San Bernardino
their vocabulary for "impossiBy Glenis Harris
ble" because they believed in
Blessed be the name of the
God as their strength and that all
things are possible which are
Lord, who gives sight to the
needful. They never refused to
blind visions of righteousness
try and knew no real failure in
to His holy people thru our
their trying. They believed in
savior Jesus Christ who sits at
the merit of each individual and
the right hand of the Father.
abhorred the stereotyped think Sunday service was a
stimulating, satisfying, and
fruitful good time in the Lord.
It was a time to search your
heart for the truth a time to be Pastor Rev. Clarence E. Harris
silent to receive God's word,
and a time to keep God's word hidden in your heart.
The deacons led along with the congregation in a
Methodist
spiritually wonderful praise and worship session.
Allen Chapel AME
Rev. Clarence Harris gave the message beginning in Man
4009 Locust St
13:11-18. Rev. C. Harris spoke, "God has selected special
(10th and Locust)
men and women to preach and teach His word, but their are
Riverside, CA 92501
some who preach and teach his word, but there are some
(See ad for services)
who preach out of greed, envy, jealously and strife which
mos Temple CME
causes them to become blind and deaf. They have eyes .b ut
2719 11th Street
cannot see, ears but cannot hear. They have not humbled
Riverside, CA 92507
Continued on Page B-3
(See ad for services)

Church
Directory

to buy his freedom. As a free
man, Richard preached not only
in Delaware, but in New Jersey
and Maryland, witnessing the
first General Conference of the
Methodist Church in America,
December 1784 in Baltimore,

Maryland.

ing of their day which branded
men of a racial group as slaves,
beasts, or fools.
Briefly lets look at the theology of Richard Allen, a great
leader who refused to accept
racism in their churches and
founded the African Methodist
Episcopal Church. He believed
in personal dignity and respect
for each individual and there
was no justification for slavery
or segregation.
In the fullness of time,
February 14, 1760, a son was
born to two slaves in the home
Benjimin Chew in the cityof
Philadelphia on Fourth Street
near Spruce. They named him
Richard and he was destined to
become the ecclesiastical deliverer of his people. As Moses
delivered the people of Israel,
Richard Allen delivered the
Negro into a new and fuller religious life. The childhood of
Richard Allen seemed to have
been guided like that of Moses.
His parents were sold into
Delaware to one Mr. Stokey and
he was reared on a farm near
Dover. He was studious and
serious, and at a very early age
embraced religion and joined
the Methodist Episcopal
Church. Shortly after connecting himself with Methodism, he
was licensed to preach and spent
much of his time in conducting
Prayer Meetings. He took his
religion so seriously until he
infected everyone with whom he
came in contact, with the chann
of his personality and his spiritual depth. His master was so
impressed by Richard Allen's
sincerity that he pennitted him

1

As an aggressive young man,
he came in vital contact with
many members of the Methodist
Movement in America. This
movement began with the work
of Barbara Heck and Phillip
Embry, among some German
and Irish members - immigrants
in New York Citv. The work
was aided by Captain Webb who
became the founder of the
Methodist
Church
in
Philadelphia.
Early Methodism was
strongest in the South. The first
great Methodist Revival took
place in Virginia in 1776, the
year
of the
American
Revolution. Congregationalism
occupied
the
North,
Presbyterianism the Middle
Colonies, and the Church of
England was strong in the South
until the outbreak of the
Revolutionary War.
Bishop Asbury with Thomas
Coke, who had been sent by
John and Charles Wesley, organizers of the Methodist
Movement in England, to supervise the Church in America,
consummated its organization in
lovely Lane Chapel, Baltimore,
Maryland on December 24,
1784. At the first General
Conference in the United States,
Asbury was elected and
ordained Superintendent by
Coke; Coke already having been
ordained in England by Wesley.
In 1787, the year Allen organized the first African Methodist
Episcopal Church, Asbury and
Coke, on their own motion, took
the title of Bishop. This was
contrary to the practice of the
Wesleyans in England, but it
should be remembered that the
Methodist Epsicopate is not a
separate or higher order of minis try, but an Admin"istrative
Office.
During these fonnative years,
Allen held his membership in
St. George's Methodist Church
in Philadelphia, where he was
pennitted to preach to Colored

y

Always use dry string, wood
and paper in your kite.

2 Never use wire or any
metallic material.

from TV and radio antennas.

6

Always fly your kite far
from power lines. Don't try t.o
retrieve kites caught in power
lines.

3Dorit fly your kite in the rain. 7 Hold on to metallic balloons
4 Don't cross streets or high- outside. When metallic balloons
weys wben kite flying.

5 Always fly your kite away

escape, they may touch power
lin'es, and that's dangerous.

Together \\e can brighten the future.
Baptist

Antioch Missionary Baptist
7547 Emerald Street
Riverside, CA 92504
Leonard C. Coes, Pastor
Sunday Services
(714) 688-7872
9:00 Sunday School
11:00 Morning Worship

Bright Star Missionary Baptist
5306ODEL
Rubidoux, CA
Pastor K. Solomon Williams
Sunday Services
8:00 Morning Worship
9:30 Sunday School
11 :00 Morning Worship

~ ~ ~hlorn,a Edison

people. As a result· of his
preaching, the membership
increased to such an extent that
a disagreement arose which
finally led to Allen's withdrawal
and the purchase of a lot on the
corner of Sixth and Lombard
Streets, which was finally dedicated as the Mother Church of
African Methodism and named
Bethel. Allen's followers were
at first called Allennites.
From this small beginning
African Methodism traveled
from state-to-state and finally,
after many tribulatious, i1eld its
fisrt General Conference at
Bethel Church, Philadelphia,

Continued on Page B-3

" IS THE CHURCH
BUILT
UPON
CATHOLIC POPES?"

QUESTION : Dear
Pastor Woods, I have a
friend who is a Catholic.
She says that the Church is
built upon the authority of
the Catholic Popes. She
says that the Pope is the
human leader of the Church.
Is this true?
N.E. Colton, CA
ANSWER: The Catholic
Church teaches what is
known as the Petrine
Theory. This belief states
thatJesus told the Apostle
Peter that the Church would
be built upon him, and
hence Peter was the first
appointed ••Pope" of the
Church with the inherit
responsibility to appoint
Popes in his succession.
This belief is extracted
from Matthew 16:13-18. In
this passage Jesus asked his
disciples who people
believe Jesus was . After
some discussion. Peter persq'Jl~lJyleP!!es by sayipg
«yqu, are the · Christ
(Messiah) the Son of the
Living·God. "Jesus com~
mends Peter for his "divine
revelation" and further
states "Thou art Peter and
upon this rock I will built
my church; and the gates of hell
. shall not prevail against it." The
Catholic Church has erroneously
propagated this belief that Peter
w~ the Rocic.,that Jesus was referri11g"to. Now think about it • how
could God's great spiritual institution the Church be established
upon a natural man. No, what Jesus
was referring to was the Rock of
spiritual revelation of who Jesus
C_
!_uist was -The Son of the Living
God. Renee,. the Church comprise$
of all ,who have' received and
adh~,.to:ihis divine revelation. /
FinalJy, Jesus is the person
tenned the •'.Head of the Church"
(Ephesians 1:22). God uses men
and women to represent Him on
earth. However, Jesus is the leader
of the Church .
,
If ,you have.~'question that you
would like answered, write: Pastor
Reginald Woods. Life Changing
Ministries, P.O. Box 9778, San
B
~ .>..:o . CA· 92427-9n8,
)(
.:f

--~
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5:30B.T.U.
7:00 Evening Service
Nursery Services Provided

Good News Missionary Baptist

Friendship Missionary Baptist
Church
Pastor Leon Thompson
Services at Calvary Arrowhead
Mission Center
3626 Monroe Street
Weekly Schedule
Sunday School - 9:30 am.
Morning Worship - 11:00 a.m.
Monday Mission - 7:00 p.m.
Wed. Bible Study - 7:00 p.m.
Sat Choir Rehearsal - 1:30 p.m.

Riverside, CA 92507
Rev. Johnny D. Harris, Pastor
(714) 787-8667
Sunday Services
9:00 Song Praise Service
9:30 Sunday School
11:00 Morning Worship

Worship at the Church of
Your Choice

Bobby Bonds University Ave.

P.O. Box 55743

Greater Faith Missionary Baptist
6021 Liminite Ave.
Riverside, CA 92509
Riverside H. Bratton, Pastor
(714) 788-2500
Sunday
11:00 Sunday School
12:30 Worship & Praise Service

----------- -- - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - -
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Mt. Calvary Missionary Baptist
5476 34th Street
Rubidoux, CA
(714) 684-6480
Sunday Services
9:45 Sunday School
10:45 Morning Worship
S:OOB.T.U.
6:00 Evening Worship
Rev. O.E. Jones

Mt. Moriah Baptist
18991 Marioposa St.
Riverside, CA 92508
Rev. James M. Hardy - Pastor
(714) 780-2240
Sunday Service
9:00 Prayer of Consecration
9:30 Sunday School
10:45 Devotion & Worship
5:30 BYPU (1st)
6:00 Evening
New Joy Baptist Church
Kansas Avenue S.D.A. Church
4491 Kansas Ave.
Riverside, CA
(see as for services)
Park Avenue Baptist Church
1910 Pennsylvania Ave.
Riverside, CA 92507
Rev. Campbell, Pastor
(714) 684-8782
Sunday Service
9:20 Round Table Prayer
9:30 Sunday school
11 :00 Morning Worship
6:00 Baptist Training Union
7:30 Evening Worship
Second Baptist Church
2911 9th Street
(714) 684-7532
Sunday Services
9:15 Sunday School
10: 15 Devotional Services
10: 15 Morning Worship
6:00 Service for Praise
(Sunday Evening Workshop)
7:45 Wednesday Bible Study
St. John Baptist
2433 10th Street
Riverside, CA 92507
Rev. C. James, Pastor
(714) 784-0000
Sunday Services
9:30 Sunday School
11 :00 Morning Worship
6:00 Evening Service
Church Of God In Christ

Refreshing Spring Temple
2883 7th Street
Riverside, CA 92507
(714) 784-0860
Pastor: Rev. F.E. Knight
Sunday School - 9:20
Morning Service - 11:15
Evening Service - 6:30
Bible Study Wednesday Nig~ts at
7:30 & activities for the children.
Seventh Day Adventist
Kansas Ave. SDA Church
4491 Kansas Avenue
Riverside, CA 92507
(714) 682-9810
Kenneth L. Bushnell. Pastor
Saturday Service
9:15 - Song Service
9:30 - Sabbath School
11:00 - Church Service
4:00 - Adventist Youth Services
Mid-Week Service
7:00 - Wednesday Evening
Youth Bible Service
7:30 - Friday Evening

Mt. Rubidoux SDA Church
5530 34th Street
Rubidoux, California
Mailing Address:
P.O. Box 1355
Riverside, CA 92502
(714) 686-1580
Elder James D. Dew, Pastor
Saturday Services
9: 15 Song Service
9:30 Sabbath School
11:00 Church Service
5:00 Adventist Youth Service
Apostolic/Pentecostal

Riverside Faith Temple
2355 Pennsylvania Avenue
Riverside, CA 92507
Revs. J. & B. Sims, Pastors
(714) 788-0170
Sunday Services
9:30 Sunday School
11:00 Morning Worship
6:30 Evening Worship
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Non Denominational

Riverside Christian Family
Fellowship
1385 W. Blaine
Riverside, CA 92507
(714) 684-9160
Arthur J. Forbes, Sr.
Pastor
Sunday Service
Victory Celebration 10:00 a.m.
San Bernardino
Methodist
Allen Chapel AME Church
8405 Maple
San Bernardino, CA 92410
St. Paul AME Church
1355 W. 21st Street
San Bernardino, CA 92411
(714) 887-1718
(see ad for services)
Baptist

Bethesda Missionary Baptist
Church
1356 N. Mt Vernon Ave.
San Bernardino, CA 92411
Rev. Donald Osborne
Sunday Service
9:30 Sunday School
11:00 Worship Hour
Macedonia Baptist Church
2042 N. State St.
San Bernardino, CA 92411
(714) 887-2138
Sonday - 9:30 a.rn.
Sunday Worship - 10:45 a.m.
Wednesday Worship Service
7:30 p.m.
Come Over To Macedonia And ·
Help Us! - Acts 16:9
Rev. C.A. Simp59n, Pastor
Mt. Olive Baptist Church
2110 Ogden St
San Bernardino, CA 92405
(714) 887-4864
Order of Service
Sunday School - 10 a.m.
Morning Worship - 11 a.m.
Wednesday Bible Study/
Prayer Meeting - 7 p.m.

Non Denominational

Baptist
Community Baptist Church
"Come Let Us Reason Together"

Life Changing Ministries
1168 N. Waterman Ave.
San Bernardino, CA 92410
(714) 381-4885
(see ad for services)

15854 Carter St., Fontana, CA
350-9646

'
Sunday Services
Sunday School 9:30 a.m.
Morning Worship 11:00 a.m.
B.T.U. 5:00 p.m.
Prayer and Bible Study Wed.
7:00p.m.

Apostolic I Pentecostal
Lighthouse Full Gospel Church
3153 N. Macy
San Bernardino, CA
(714) 887-1227 / 887-3809
Rev. Joel Steward
(~ ad for services)

Seventh Day Adventist
Fontana Juniper Ave. SDA
7347 Juniper Ave.
Fontana, Ca
(714) 822-4349

Fonlana I RiaUo
Seventh Day Adventist
Valley Fellowship SDA
275 E. Grove St. Ave
Rialto, CA 92376
(714) 874-5851
Non Denominational

Methodist

.Bethel AME
1626 Baseline Ave.
Fontana, CA 92335
(714) 350-9401
Morris A. Buchanan, Pastor

Freedom Of Religion
Your Constitutional Right

135S W. 21st Street
San Ber.nardino, CA 92411
(714)887-1718
Sunday Worship Service11 a.m.
Sunday School 9:30 a.m.

Wednesday Bible Study-

7p.rn.

Temple Missionary Baptist Church
1583 Union Street
San Bernardino, CA 92411
(714) 888-2038
"Faith is the substance of things
hoped for, the evidence of things
not seen."
Sunday School - 9:45 a.m.
Morning Service - 11 :00 a.m.
Evening Service - 7:00 p.m:
Wed. Night Prayer - 6:00 p.m.
Wed. Night Bible Study 6:00 p.m.
Bro. Roy Harris, Pastor

Worship At The Church

()f

Your Choice

Ephesian New Testament
16286 Footlµlll Blvd.
Fontana, CA
Rev. Emory James, Pastor
(714) 823-3400
KPRO1570AM
(see ad for services)

Baptist

~edZarz.ds

New Hope Baptist - Perris

Baptist

Second Baptist, Redlands

19320 Spaulding
Perris,
CA 92370
420 East Stuart Ave.
Rev.
MontgomeI),
Pastor
Redlands, CA 92374
(714)
780-7110
Rev. A . Green, Pastor
Sunday Services
(714) 793-1074
9:30
Sunday School
Sunday Worship
, 11 :00 Morning Worship
9:15 A.M. - Church School
11:00 Sunday Worship
10:30 A.M. - Morning Worship
Rev. Dr. H.H. Hubbard Pastor

Come And See M. B. Church

Dr. £ . Jones Pastor f rom Compton, CA

.~J1
.

ALLEN CHAPEL A.M.E.
CHURCH

16888 Baseline A venue
Fontana, CA 92336

4009 Locust Street

~ (714) 899-0777

(comer of Locust & 10th Street)

Riverside, California 92501
Church (714) 689-9406
Manse. (714)683-2635
~ D A Y WORSHIP LOCATION,
ETIWANDA HIGH SCHOOL
13500 Victoria Avenue
SERVICE TIMES:

Sunday School ... ... . 9:30 A.M.

Chuck Singleton
Senior Pastor

•·

Hallelujah Servic;l! ..................9:00 a.m.
Catherdi:al Worship ............. .l 1:00 a.m.
Baptism Service.......................4:30 p.m.(held at Fontana location)
The Great Family Assembly..6:00 p.m.

Rev. J. Curtis Foster Jr.
Pastor

AMOS TEMPLE CME

271911th Street
(714) 683-1567
Worship Services
Morning Worship ... . .... ... 8:00 a.m.
Sunday School....... ...... 9:30 a.m.
Morning Worship......•.. 11:00 a.m.

Prayer and Bible Study
Wednesday . ......... ... .. . 6':30 p.m.

1

1

.
YPD Meeting
2nd and 4th Sunday Afternoon
Wednesday
Prayer Meeting .. ..... 7:00 P .M.
Bible Study .. ..•. 7:30-8:30 P .M.

'

BAPTIST CH
llJlcl/

.(714)787-0678

Services Held At:

Kansas Avenue S.D.A Church
4491 Kansas Ave.
Riverside, CA
WORSHIP SERVICES
SUNDAY:
Sunday School - 9:15 a.m.
Morning Worship -10:15 a.m.
· Evening Worship - 6:00 p.m.
TUFSDAY:

Prayer Meeting And Bible ..

Rev. Washington, Pastor

Life Changing
Ministri.es

Study - 7:00 p.m.
"EveryoM ls Welcome~

Bethel A.M.E. Church
1626 Baseline Ave.
Fontana, CA 92335
(714) 35()..9401

"Bible Teaching Church"
1168 N. Waterman Ave.
San Bernardino, CA 92410

(714) 381-4885
(Comer of Walerman and Baseline)

Sunday Services-9 & 10:45 a.m.

Pastor Reginald Woods

11:()() am - Sunday Service
9.30 am - Sunday School
7:30 pm - Prayer Meeting
6:45 am - Women in Prayer
(Tuesday)

Wed. Night Bible Study - 7.:00 pm:

Morris A. Buchanan, Pastor

Jesus Christ will make a difference in your life.

Community Baptist Church
Redlands
937 Clay Street
Redlands, CA 92374

Sunday Services
8:00 Sunday Morning Worship
9:30 Sunday School
11;00 Sunday Worship
Rev. Dr. H.H. Hubbarcf'
Pastor

Second Baptist Church
2991 Ninth .Street
Riverside, CA 92502
(714) 684-7532
.

.

Sunday Services
Sunday School 9:15 -a.m.
Devotional Services
10:15 a.m.
Children's Church 10:15 a.m.
N·ursery Opened 10:15 -a.m.
Bible Study 7:45 p.m. •Wednesdays
Prayer Services 7:00 p.m. Wednesday
'

,

Worship Senice ..... 11:00 A.M. .

~ JOY

~t;

New Hope Baptist, S.B.
1575 West 17th Street
San Bernardino, CA 92411
Dr. LeMar Foster, Pastor
(714) 887-2526 Church
Sunday Services
8:00 Morning Worship
9:30 Sunday School
11:00 Morning Worship
5:30B.T.U.
7:00 Evening Service
Nursery Services Provided
Baptist
New Life Missionary Baptist ·
Church
1322 N. Medical Center Dr.
San Bernardino, CA
Rev. Elijah S. Singletary, Pastor
Services
Sunday School 9:30 a.m.
Sunday Worship Service
11:00am.
Sunday-Children's Church
11:00am.
Monday-Choir Rehearsal
7:00p.m.
Tuesday Youth & Adult Bible
Study 6:30 p.m. 1st&.3rd
Wednesday Mission Meeting
6:01 p.m.
Thursday Prayer & Praise
Service 7:00 p.m.
Radio Broadcast
On KPRO 1570 AM Dial
Saturday 1:00-2:00 p.m.

Perris Seventh Day Adventist.
5th Street SDA
300 E. 5th Stree·l
Perris, CA 92370
Pastor Jesse Wilson
(714) 657-2798
Saturday Service
9:30 Sabbath School
11 :00 Morning Worship
4:00 Adventist Youth Program

(Temporary location)
Creekside Elementary School
/3563 Heacock St.
Moreno Valley, CA 91388
(Mailing Address)
P.O. Box 8282
Moreno Valley, CA 92388
(714) 780- 7836 or 780-0226
Grand Opening
November 5-26, /989
9:30 a.m. - School Of Wisdom
I 1:00 a. m. - Morning Worship

·St. Paul A.M.E.
Church
I

Rancho Cucamonga, CA

Mt. Rose Mission Baptist ,
Church
1457 N. Mt Vernon
Pastor Rev. Clarence E. Harris
Sunday Service
Morning Worship 11 :00

Perris I Moreno Valley
Seventh Day Adventist

Loveland
16888 Baseline Avenue
Fontana, CA 92336
(714) 899-0777
Church Singleton, Senior Pastor
(see ad for services)

PRICES GOOD WED-.c MARCH 6

THRU TUES., MARCH l:l.

SOME ITEMS AT REGULAR PRIW.

IIOT All DIPAITMllffl, l1IMS OI PIIOS
ADVIITISID All AVAILAIU AT TNllm JI.

STOIIS.

-Prole••''"'' 1
Salon fotmll II
H11iro11re /.t,,
An ln°!' /
LoW .Prioe,
......
• ·"'®
---------

UlTRA
TIDE
LAUNDRY DETERGENT

99

YOUR CHOICE

• 42 Load R..,,_, 91-0z.
• 33 Load W'lfll lltadl, 110-0z.
Amazing cleaning power!

SALON FORMULA

SHAMPOO OR
CONDITIONER
NORTHERN
BATH TISSUE
PACK

EACH

OF

4

Softness you con count on.

ADVll

PAIN RELIEVER

99

BUGlES

BERTOlll
CLASSICO OLIVE OIL

TASTY CORN SNACKS

99

C

100'$ EACH
Tablets or Caplets.

6-0Z. EACH

3LITERS

WHILE STOCKS LAST!

WHILE STOCKS WT!

Regulor or Nacho Cheese.

Imported from Italy.

SUNSWEO
PITTED PRUNES

C
12-0Z.
WHILE STOCKS LAST!
For a morning or afternoon treat.

An Open Letter
Honorable Mayor and Members of
the City Council Moreno Valley, CA
Ladies and Gentlemen:
I read with sorrow that one of our
Moreno Valley daughters, Adrienne
Mitchell, U.S. Army, was killed in
action in Saudi Arabia by the Iraqi
Scud attack on a barracks. Nothing we
can do can alter the tragedy. However,
as a matter of patriotic civic pride, and
in recognition of the sacrifice of this
young lady in defense of her country's
ideals, I would respectfully recommend
the our City Council consider the following actions:
I) A Proclamation by the City
Council honoring Adrienne Mitchell
and a floral wreath at her funeral.
2) Proclamation of an annual
"Adrienne Mitchell Day" on the
anniversary of her death or anniversary
of the Gulf War Cease Fire.
3) Establishment of a fund for placement of an appropriate monument honoring her service, perhaps located in
our Veterans' Park. Perhaps the ~ffort
could be coordinated with local veterans' groups, civic organizations, the
school district, churches, and other
interested citizens.
I have an especial feeling for honoring our Anned Forces Service Women
in that my late mother, Staff Sgt Doris

Continued on Page B-3
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MENNEN

SPEED STICK DEODORANT

89

YOUR CHOICE

• Deoderaiit, 2-½ 01.

• Alti-Penpil'Nt, 2-¾ 01.
Assorted Formulas.

•

COCA-C
A
REGULAR OR DIET

69
6
Pl.US CA

IIDIMPTIOII VALUI

PACK

12-0Z. CANS

POlAR TUNA

CHUNK STYLE ALBACORE

C
6-½

oz.

WHILE STOCKS LAST!

Assorted varieties.

~.,~ llTTEIY nam

·

C

AVAILAILE AT All

~ CALIFORNIA THRIITT
~

STORES

IS now
HIRINI AT MOST LOCATIONS
SEE THE STORE MANAGER AT THE THRlnY NEAR YOU FOR DETAILS
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Old Globe Theatre Completes Casting For August Wilson's "Two Trains Running"
By Charlene Baldridge

To be seen in "Two
Trains Running" at the Old
Globe are Anthony Chisholm,
Larry Fishburne, Ed Hall,
Elfa Joyce, Chuck Patterson,
Sullivan Walker, and Al
White, all of whom performed in the recent, critically lauded production at
the Seattle Repertory Theatre.
Anthony Chisholm portrays one of the cafe regulars, the numbers-runner,
Wolf. Chisholm most recently ',
appeared as Hoke in "Driving
Miss Daisy" with both the
Portland (Maine) Stage
Company
and
the
Peterborough (N.H.) Players.
His other stage credits
include work at the N .Y.
Shakespeare Festival, offBroadway, and Baltimore's
Center Stage. He was seen in

The Old Globe Theatre
has finalized casting for
August Wilson's "Two Trains
Running," scheduled March
14 through April 21 in the
5 81-seat theater. Presented
in association with the Yale
Repertory Theatre, the work is
the most recent in Wilson's
ongoing series about the
African-American experience . Set in a Pittsburgh
cafe in 1969, it will be
directed by Wilson's longtime collaborator, Lloyd
Richards. Wilson received
the Pulitzer Prize for his play
"Fences" and, more recently
for "The Piano Lesson,"
which was seen at the Old
Globe prior to its Broadway
run.
NA~CP
YOUTH
COUNCIL MEETING
NAACP Youth Council
.Meeting at the Old Victor
School, 15476 6th Street
Victorville March 16,
1991 from , 2:p.m. - 4:00
p.m.• Call "(619) 246-6483
for more infonnation.
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0
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m
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Please contact Verna Steele or
Lillian Lewis in the office of the
Event Director, Alescia Buford
and Associates at (818) 995-6545.
PEE
WEE ; 'SOCCER
SIGNUPS
m
· Riverside Park & Recreation is
· currently talcing signups,for the
Pee Wee Soccer League. This is'a
recreational league for boys and .
girls 4 to 7 years of age.
Volunteer coaches are needed and
welcome. ' For more infonnation,
please contact your local
' Community Center. Signup~
began March 1, 1991

A
DIFFERENT·
WORLD CO-STAR TO
SPEAK
IN
VICTORVILLE
,,,,Glyrin ;Turman of "A
'°'i,fferenf World" will
s~ak at the 4th ~Annual
CottoniBall March 16 at 6
•
1t m:"~tNictorville'fGreen
PRESIDENT SELECTS
Tree Inn. ' Tickets may be ANITA KING UNITED
purchased for $20.
NATION COMMISSION
For more information,
California Black Republican
call (619)'951;2050.
Council state chair Anita King
has been appointed by
EX.TENDED OFFICE President Bush alternate
HOURS
SERVICE delegate to the 35th session of
CONTINUES
"the "
United
Nations
As a reminder to Commission on the Status of
pusinesses, , Ernest, J. woman. Tomorrow is King's
br,oJt!pburg; Jr., Chair, last day serving as alternate to
State,, '' · Board
of Ambassador Juliette Clagett
Equalization,
announced
McLennan at sessions in
:~·¢- .· .
''
that J,6/i13oard offices Vienna, Austria.
uiroughout;the state will
-· King has been a member of
contiiiue1ofoffer extended the Los Angeles County
office ' 'h ours. ., The Commission on Woman for
extended hours begin at 7 the past six years, an active .
a.m. and clos~ at".'6 p.m. business person, California ;
The Riverside office is governor's appointee to ttie
focate~ at 6700°irtdiana Colorado River • Board of
Ave., Suite' 225, ,92506: ~ California and long active i~ a
4255 and .can be ieachedY variety-of other comm'u nity
at (714)782-433Q. , i\ ': J; .organizatiops.
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Part II ," "Airplane," and
"Harold and Maude." Among
his extensive television credits are episodes of "Matlock,"
"Moonlighting," "21 Jump
Street," and "Hill Street
Blues." Scenic designer is
Tony Fanning, costume
designer Chrisi Karvonides,
lighting designer Geoff Korf,
and sound designer Jeff
Ladman.
Single · tickets for all
Season '91 productions are
on sale now at the box
office in Balboa Park -or
may
be
charged
to
MasterCard, Visa or American
Express by phoning 239-2255.
They range in price from
$21 to $28 with discounts
for students, seniors and
active duty enlisted military
personnel.
Each opening is preceded
· by four, low-cost preview
performances, priced at
$17 .50. Performances are
scheduled
at
8
p.m .
Tuesday through Saturday, 7 .
p.m. on Sunday, and 2 p .m. on
Saturday and Sunday, with ·
selected weeknight curtains
at 7 p.m. as well. For
information, phone the box •
office at 239-2255.

Artist In View A Tremendous Success
The NCNW Artist In View
broke a record during their 5th
annual showcase of African
American art, a growing industry.
The most prolific, well
known visual artist were on
hand to meet the public, who
continue to grow in interest and
in becoming consumers of art
that depicts life from a Black
prospective.
The most phenomenally
known on a world scale and cer-

One of the African artist, their work and autographs were
Aziz Diagne, a native of sought after by many in attenSenegal, had a collection that dance. Artist attendance was not
amazed participants. His origi- a requirement, however their
nal Wrestlers was priced at . appearance boosted moral and
$6,000. His medium includes sales. Not available was a long
the traditional art form of Theis, time supporter of the show
(reverse painting on glass).
Vametta Honeywood, whose ·
This year the art exhibit work has soared.
included collections of dolls
The Afro-American Chamber
sculpted by local artist. One col- Music Society provided the
lection, features, a Black doll music for the event. They are
set in the Civil War era dressed famous for their performance of
in the most beautiful attire . classical works written b Black

!Charles Bibbs

!Juanita Scott Greets WIiiiam Tolliver

;, { LOOKING FOR GRAND
PAL BENEFIT 'BRIN,GS,t
tWR_Y?_ _,:,~.~......,,...... ,....... ,,.,.._... , ,.,,,/ .:N1' E ,R,,, N',A t ,,;{ '1[!f§ ,~ ,
':, Presiding ·Judge James ,T.,, 'PERSONALJTI~S ··· . '; <:
lt\Varren of the Riverside Superior ;, 'The Pal Center be11e{jt ,~iri;;:;,;,
fc~urtfoo;ini es that qualified Iiei Friday~ MllrC~&§3;~(\: ~~,$\
~citizens interested in serving on National _. k0 _rang;e:: . . [~:5JlO,)Vy
f th'e1991-''1992 Grand Jury are Grou?d will ~nng'l9;!fie In}andi:
/ invited . to submit s ' their }:mp\r~ f)V 0 ,p! l~rforemoS t
licati , 10> ,~ ;; _
mter. n,, ,t1pn~J~t,k,pow,p pr9p_o app, . ons · ~,. · ,
nents of educatton and ,eco,,j, Off,ic,e , ofc " t~e;\ Jury .;;< n'omi'c""p'ower. ¥, Joel L
"out;t
•0~'?i ~,~1,1tt.mv~9~;)~~~<_lf' '-Oudley;fFounder;'antl·Pt~s,ide'nt]'
,,G.opr~{ig,z~- M~!ll:jSti:~~;rrl~ttd .of Dudley Products. a cosin~tic
;t1oor0$¥Y~~~h£1ij?O}j;.c;::;:\;r< mf'nufacturing firm. will be,the>
, ~fqµr-~ge application fonn keynote speaker. · The Master
-'"musi'J,ii~~tv~d~:by,!March' 31, ,, of Ceremonies for _this momen~,..
't1991~Wt!p1ei\e 1!re.quest ' an f tous occasion will be John
;pppfitaiibpi(otm;h,y' sending Raye, Foun_der .and President
Jself-!ddressed)Jega]. S'ize envelope of the MaJ~suc Eagles, an
!to 't11e'.Jury1Commissioner:, or call entrepreneurial suppqrt group.
:; ,,. ,.
, , _ · • _, i
Both Dudley Products and the
i(714) -".?5-5536t., , ; ., . t ®
Majestic Eagles are based in
,, Y ·
•.•• 4
;,
and outside of the Continental ·
J ~HOlfA!JD ALUMNISLfIES, United States.
.
. SO. CALIF.. CHAfTER /JAY ,
Co-sponsors for the events~ ·
DINNER '
_ · ,, , 4 ''
Congressman George Brown, •:
• (Los Angeles,,'.CA)..:.J:?r. g,;,8!1 ··Senator
Reuben "Ayala, ·
F. Brown, dinner chairman~:.tias ,. Assemblyman , Jerry Eaves, .
recently announced thtf'An'iihal ,o/Superviso~ Robert f'JBqb)/
Charter Day· AwardsDinn"er,
to ~ Jh Hammopk, and MayorRobertr
'
"'· .,,..,,,,
)•Holcomb ' •
·
hosted by the Howard,Univexsi ·
; i,_ .
: :-:t .
·•
Alum'n i Club of ' Souther
J''f.!!~,.!un~atSmg dmn~r e~ent
. ,.
: •c
_ tlltecognaze the contnbuttons
*Ca,liforn~a HUAC§C). , A:I'h . ofihe Provisional Accelerated
benefit Wt~ be held O!l'Sa~fiY, Leaniihg,(PAL) Center, and its
M_arch 16,, 1_~91 at 1~e ~everly Director, Dr. Mildred Dalton
,!Hilton H<>!Cl) DBeverly !@ls." il'.. % Jlenry/ :"',.
4

recently,
"The
Five
Heartbeats" opposite Diahann
Carroll.
Sullivan Walker, who originated his role of the neighborhood habitue, Hambone,
received the New York Times
Hirschfeld Award in 1987. He
appeared in the national tour
of "Master Harold . .. and the
boys" as well as toured with
the
Negro
Ensemble
Company. In addition to his
extensive regional credits, his
film
work
includes
"Manhattan," "The Wiz,"
"Crocodile Dundee," and
"Fame." He can be seen on
television as Dr. Harmon on
"The Bill Cosby Show. " Al
White portrays the cafe
owner, Memphis, a role he
originated at the Yale
Repertory Theatre.
He
received his training at the
American
Conservatory
Theatre and subsequently
toured Russia with their professional company in the
bicentennial year appearing in
"The Matchmaker" and
"Desire Under the Elms" at
the Moscow Art Theatre. In
addition to numerous roles at
ACT, his film experience
includes "Back to the Future

. ., .· «·

'mte

~~-

"Separate but Equal," an
upcoming ABC movie starring
Sidney Poitier and Burt
Lancaster. Ella Joyce originated the role of the cafe cook,
Risa, at Yale Repertory
Theatre. She has numerous
New York credits, including
"Odessa" and "Not a Single
Blade of Grass." In addition to
her many regional theater
credits she played offBroadwa y in "Hot Snow! "
"The Fallen Angel ," and as
Anna in "Anna Lucasta." Her
television credits include
"Common
Ground,"
"Choices," and "Rin Tin Tin,
K-9 Cop." Ch-uck Patterson
portrays the prosperous undertaker, West. He's been featured on Broadway in " All
God's Chillun Got Wings, "
"The Gospel at Col onus,"
" Home" and "Death of a
Salesman" with George C.
Scott; and off-Broadway in
"Hamlet" and "A Soldier's
Play," among others. Among
his numerous regional credits
are El Gallo in "The
Fantasticks" at Chicago's
Wisdom Bridge and "Othello"
at Asolo Theatre. His film
credits include "Hair,"
" Without a Trace," and most

•:~~ ~ 'f

FREE
CHILDREN!S/;J 'BLACK ,,
WOMEN
CONCERT AND "FAMILYA4JPHYSICIANS ELECT NEW
CONCERT' ', t _,,,\,w, .,. ,.,,," 'RESIDENT •·
The ,, Riversidf ;c~unty Y'!tTHANKS AND PRAISE ...
Philhaml~nic will prese~d~;.9th ,,;<,Association of Black Women
AnnuM ~ree 9}iildre~·s: cohcett j? ;Physicians Los Angeles chapter
,pn Ma,rch ~.~ )t 2:00 p.m,-at the .%",president-~lect _Natalie L.
)t~ ~fi~ ¾udif~~"op_ Se~~tltt Sande~ ~:1?· (left) congratulates
"(and~emon Streets m R1vers1de. " ,outgoing "''president Anitha
theme is "Peter and the Wolf . Mitchell: M.D. 'on her outstanding
,!} !~ ~~tmai( and all ~ ·~yited J eadersbip and guidance during
;;;l;q ~pend free of charge. Riverside ,her ten~" ';: '
•
f ::~~.,-,:. ,. ,

the films "Uptight, ""Cotton
Comes to Harlem," and "The
Cotton Club." On television,
he
has
appeared
in
"Sojourner" and "Murder in
Black and White."
Well-known film and stage
actor Larry Fishburne, who
created the role of Sterling at
Yale Repertory Theatre, again
appears as the young ex-prisoner, who happens into the
cafe and finds love. Fishburn,
an actor since 10, has acted in
Francis Ford Coppola's
"Apocalypse Now," Martin
Sheen's "Cadence," "The
Color Purple," "The Cotton
Club," and "Rumblefish," and
most recently, "Class Action"
with Gene Hackman and
"King of New York" with
Christopher Walken . Well
known to Globe audiences as
Bynum Wal ker ( New York
Drama Critics Circle and
Helen Hayes Awards) in "Joe
Turner's Come and Gone" and
Hoke in "Driving Miss
Daisy," Ed Hall returns as the
philosophical Holloway. As a
member of Trinity Repertory
Company for more than two
decades, he appeared in more
than 80 roles. He most recent1y completed work on

tainly with the most expensive
piece in the showing was the
appearance of guest artist
William Tolliver, whose
$30,000, original, Her Royal
Highness, drew ooohs and ahs
from the hundreds of guest. His
originals started at 3,000 but

Hooker
serigraphs were available for as
low as $1,400.
Local artist who has made a
mark for himself in the nation,
Charles Bibbs, couldn't keep
his work on the wall. His work
almost completely sold out.
Bibbs who lives in Moreno
Valley only began sharing his
work about 5 years ago. A
Bibbs limited edition sold for as
much as $390 and as low as
$175. Bibbs is one to watch. His
work is steadi,ly ·increasing in
value. His originals are "much
sought after."

!Tonia Green

composers.
Dr. Germaine Struthers, a
first time attendee said, "It is
inspiring and exciting to see the
creativity in the African
American community. I was
happy to meet such talented
individuals and excited that this
kind of event is right here in the
Inland Empire."
June Chandler, former
NCNW President, returned
from Northern California just to
· attend the event.
Coordinators Barbara Greene
and Debra Cooper were very
pleased with this year's turn
out.

Each doll is custom made by
artist, Tonia Greene, owner of
the Adiaha Doll Company, who
was excited about the serge in
interest in the African American
art form.
The most unique collection
of sculpted art was by,Glenda
Hooker, owner of Little Things
Mean A Lot, of Montclair,
California. Her tribute the
Sammy Davis, Jr. was a good
likeness of the legend. Her animated dolls were phenomenon.
She even had a full church choir
who were singing and a funeral
complete with casket and the
deceased.
Both of the women used a
clay based product, both products were distinctly different,
both were outstanding in their
presentation.
Many artist accompanied

I

___________ !Az_lz_D_l
....
·a_g_n_e_____~IVlrglnla Hlgglns,Ellzabeth Welch And Mr. George w. Green
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SBVC Athletes Strive For Academic Success
"Where dreams come
true" is the slogan that San
Bernardino Valley College is
noted for, and recently at a
football press conference
dreams came true for several
athletes who dreamed about
attending a four year institution. Many students attend
junior colleges to help better
prepare themselves for four
year institutions, others
come because they're not
academically eligible to
attend four year institutions.
' ;, The reasons why these
young men decided to attend
··. San Bernardino Valley
,. College is not important, but
what is important is that
they have met their academic requirements to advance
to a four year Division I
institution on an athletic

scholarship.
However, showcasing
their athletic ability was the
easy part for the athletes .
The part that took the most
work, dedication and discipline was the academic portion of their dreams.
Although only eight athletes
were present at the press
conference, 17 athletes overall received scholarships.
Some of the scholarship
recipients include: Ulysse
Hickman of New Jersey and
Eric Hayes of San Gorgonio
High Sct,ool, who will both
attend the University of
Idaho; Jimmy Owens of San
Bernardino High School,
who will attend Florida
State; and Derrick Law of
Eisenhower High School,
Travis
Robertson
of

ABWP

mother and sister; it was the
first biJingual Hispanic
publication in the state. As its
editor-in-chief,
.he
is'
responsible for all radets of the·:
newspaper's production.
For more information about
the Wasserman Fellowship,
contact the Kennedy School's
Mid-Career Master in Public
Administration Program at
617/195-1353.

INSTALLS

NEW OFFICERS

The Association of
Black Women Physicians
:(ABWP)
recently
installed its officers for
the current year. The
'ABWP was founded in
1982 for the purpose of
increasing
medical
awareness by using
education and public
service
_programs.
Through scholarships
ECOLOGICAL
and xi?::::.:
#p,
· community
PROSPECTS:
THEORY AND
.
involvement, the ABWP PRACTICE
has made great strides
Internationally known
toward .improving the environmental experts and
health of-our community scholars from a .variety of fields
in general, " and the will discuss the causes, results
Afr)can
American and possibl~ solutions to
community in particular. environmental degradation at
Pictured are (seated 1 to the fifth annual Casassa
r):
Dr.
Margaret Conference March 14 to 16 at
Yarbrough,
Vice Loyola Marymount University.
President; Dr. Jessie
The conference is free and
Sherrod, liistorian; Dr. open to the public. Register at
Natal.ie
; Sanders,, the. door.or in advice by calling
President; Dr. Claudia (213)338-2907.
:Alley_ne,
Treasurer.
(Standing I .to r): Dr, ' H I S P A , N I C
Jacquelyn " Frazier, ENTERTAINERS
HELP
Financial Secretary; Dr. . LAUNCH
DROPOUT
Dap9ne .·, ;5 W~l~e,;,\, P~O.GRAM ,
Recording Secretazy:*Dr
. ,.,. '
. ·
Vonnie
. ·•·•·· R'os~: -~ SACRAMENTO - Act~rs
ParJia,_menfar:ian;. ,Dj-..? Edward James Olmos and Rita
Ja~mtp~;~?~~~s~o~\0h!;;t>~Moreno, playwrigti't'°,, Luis;
P~<:,~tsf~nt-Elept; ,, pr;, -.Valdez. ,and musician Carlos,
Sheilah _Clayto,n,¥em~r ,_Sant,an~ · joined . . , Statct
.a t Larg~; Dn*~1)s1y11nf ,, Superintendent · of"' PUblic;
Cb~\e~. forresp~ndence A:Jnstruction bBilJ :, Honing ;'
;Sec!~tary. Not Pictured: ,A Assemblymember Richard rd
pr. { Mary ,yFlowers, ,, Polanco (D-L.A.), chair of the
M~miJ?~r,at:!-ai:~c.. ' A1'kt., state,, legislature's ..Latino
i' H"<+
•··.· ir / ,_ f' :'I)": Caucus,.Senator Art Torres .(DE XPL ORING TH~,· L.A.),, other legislators,
M9!AVE DESERT "' ', representatives-of s;" the
(. E~ploring ,.tpe lrfojayeyt Governor;!s f office. and i'he
pesert: Shoi(~9he and , California
Teachers
;Tecopah,Hot _Springs)s, a ::>,, Association/ plus other ·public
~P~~!!J weekend_t~?urse.; of(~cials to "'encourag<\.support
Jha.! ~xpl~re~. 9,Re of tbe;i ;1J oJ,,,! ; pew ·dropout program
, ,,, v most'fa~1'!atmg portions i targeting Hispani<; youth. &The,
o(cthe east MoJav~ Desert.' Join
ALIFORNIA HISPANIC
this. group&
on(ApfU @
l9~21 .
IQHNSCHOOL DROPOUTi
. ,e¥i>\<>r~>~9!~;ei;'.:I~'ct!~~yca :~. ,v•,r, !lOJ~CT'i_s :~~ini:'.promoted;by:;
~find,Jrails cut.;~Y.!?di!llls, ~~~J;ll '~¥tfie ,H1~pa~1S/ ~ed1a,Group, an
pe,1n>glyp~ stte,41qd,enJoy,iav organization ;; of concerned
. ;da\9;f[tO~t'.<1d . . ·.. . •. '° "~ftori co~~~nityJprofessionaJsi..that ,
: .~ ~1A8R~_c , 01,: ..._. . i;
rod,~c~~ \ filrps fa~llita)i9g :
; :: .,f?r;mor~t~.n. or!Dauo~
,, cha.ng-e-41 :f~r-;;\:Hispanics ,_in
: re g,is,tex:,
the:W)Qfft
+Cal n1a. '" . _ > ·•· ' . ,,
: :~~!~~~:~'.
uc.itic>*'
'"
··•;rgrav"ely\tcorice lf thaH
•(711)8,$0:.
';Hosing'28 'i>ercent'
:'ot·our"
..,,,,..._.'.)'V.'~··•~ ;-,._ ,;_,
t{V,,w,,
ispariic higb;;s,chooli s'tuclents ·
: wst:,,JJt, '
.efcfr,e Jgtaduatiori wliHe {he;

*<
:

. ~;,' ·:~ ·-
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-'.!C_'t ,

V

'

fDt+~~itr. .li~Iti:i~
: .'.~~;~tizltio#~,~noti~¢~d tha~16:,'+perce~ i .of;''t~e .•· b ikh l sc'hoof

~• -~~t~i:i~e4,~til'~~i~!f.\e>,ff1c
ti.~ h;;ho.
r,t~it;;1i
❖ ~;\~%~;tJ~rJ;,~:~1~~1s:ii~
;:;f
ut s. ,Tb . '' \WeAcnow"a;'.J or mo'retnow
'.

•

1

I!irlill~lliti· '}~t.~;;byfftie
J~r.~l?~i~

: ~7p0 1Indiari'a''tAve;; ,s~ite''.2 2s; evaluation
Department
: f~506~4255iand•f!,_~, ~..l?e reached . -~if Edu,~~~ii,n :;s hows ·;~tartling
. . ,,.,-.;.rm.;c••-~uccess·,,~_ L ofm'n vseveral
., . .. . . fii; p'ompreh'en'; ivb > ,; piq'g iams
,
,
<>0 ,R N · I , A' W)llandated by 'Senate Bill 65 of ·
: JQ~R~:A ~,s_T; RE,CEIVES'4;,i985~by ,$enator\'for.restt,;When,
• BA'RVARD "' UNIVER~
'1
, ,. ..
' · ·-·· . , •
,,
.,
·.·
•.•
• , ,,,,,;•• ~1. .·
. Mh . ,,,,%fa,.+. 'i'
done,qght ~~pa~ keep,~,tJJdent~ 1
.. !_,:§l]LQW§lfll!;f!/:;: r-Wf:{@if,,
• n 'SCh o'o Uas'.';\Vell 'as 're turn5
'fW<~)n.onic;,~.4· :;Manzano, .. >/.,, .
ropouts tothe cJassroom.11 ·-. }'.
~ 'JH\tlH!li . t who co:ifo.~~.~;d: a,, _ Fm\ (~th~rJ,P!~rmati~n,·abo~t
..: .~ ,e,e~Jy . . . .. . ~~fP.tl?~r:V.'% '}. ns.w1the' P! oposah f ontactf Margo
~ 'B,?~et~fJA! ;s;pahforn1a; 'as ·t~e*· Segur?~+~roject Director/ or,
. rec[p!~r!;ofi~e third ,)Yi!l,iam·~;s~ _Marin~:,D~ming"uez, Executive ·
,W~,s~7rm~qrJtJ~'. Fe~t9f!.NP~}? "' J>,ro~u.ce,r; _o f ·,;~e e ff.isj>anic
; ~!'¼,~y1 the ,r~l~tl~~S.bt~; be,t !een Med1a-;<3rou~,'lnc. at ~~I~) 331, ,governmen~,;and local ;media.at/ •8560. :For mformat1on about
' :lil!(yard Uniy~rsity:.s,,Jobn l <:t the :SB ;65 ~tudy conta,ct!Marco
" JC,SJ'I.U,x4Y,,
Sc~pQ,.J , '~.f /'.1;,0rland,p ~1th,_Jhe· Depar.tllle,nt,
.G oy~en .·L anzan~. founded y, qf Education at(916) 322:2212.
· 'EFMe;dcalo. in, 1980/with hissl . ..
t • , . · "<''. "
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Bloomington High School
and Sean Arnett of Yucipia
High School, who will all
attend Southern Illinois .
Law was also named to the
All-Conference team and
elected defensive most valuable player. Derek DeWitt of
Ganesha High School will
attend Ohio University and
quarterback
Anthony
Strickland will be attending
t,Jniversity of New Mexico.
"Here at Valley College
the students and education
is our number one priority;
sports is secondary," said
Carl Ferrill, the athletic
academic
advisor.
"Athletics is just a short
time of their lives, so we
stress academics because a
good education will last a
lifetime. "

"I'm very proud of the
accomplishments of the kids
and the staff," said head
football coach Ron Smedley.
" It makes me feel good
about the program. Overall
everything is going great,
the kids are getting exposure
and the program is getting
positive exposure as well:
I'm proud to be a part of it."
Unfortunately not all
athletes that aspire to be
professional athletes make
it to the pros. Some of
these young men will
make it and some may
not, but even those who
are not fortunate enough
to make it in professional
sports will have had a
quality education from
San Bernardino Valley
College .

Cal State Northridge Receiv~s
Ethnic Studies Requirement
NORTHRIDGE ... Requiring
ethnic studies for all students,
increasing faculty diversity and
having students and staff who
work together are necessary to
fight racism on college campuses, noted a panel of academic
experts in a recent teleconference sponsored locally by
California State University,
Northridge Extension.
"The Rise in Campus
Racism: Causes and Solutions"
is pan of a series of video conferences shown nationally to
educational institutions via
closed circuit television and
locally by the University's
Instructional
Television
Network.
Reginald Clark, a professor
of Afro-Ethnic studies at
California State University,

Fullerton, said students face
skewed realities about history
because of a lack of perspectives other than that of a
European point of view.
"Ethnic studies also would
benefit teachers and participants
who are not minorities, who
only have partial knowledge
without such studies," said
Lillian Roybal Rose, a workshop educator and consultant.
To combat racial bias, multicultural courses should be in the
mainstream of college studies
rather than treated solely as
separate disciplines, said Susan
Weidman Schneider, editor of
Lilith, a Jewish women's maga-

them as incapable. "It is the
recalcitrance and resistance of
the predominantly white male
faculty that have yet to come to
tenns with the reality that these
people have something to con-

zine. A diverse faculty also is
needed, she said. Clark said university systems often deal with
non-white teachers by treating

tribute," he said. Richard
Rubenstein, director of the
Center for Conflict Analysis
and Resolution at George

Colton High
Presented 1001
Black Inventions
Colton High School celebrated Black History Month
with a performance on
February 13 by the educati on/entertainment group
Pin Points. The group presented the skit "1001 Black
Inventions" to increas e
awareness of inventions
made by black Americans.
Using song, dance and
humor, the group showed
that "Blacks are portrayed
as athletes, entertainers and
thugs, but their foremost
contributions are of intellect." Blacks invent ed
aspirin, tetracycline, castor
oil, the fire extinguish er,
the boomerang, puncture proof tires, air brakes, the
electronic incubator, the
ironing board and more, the
performers explained. The
Washington, D.C.-bas ed
group presented skits ;1bout
Dr. Daniel Hale Williams, a
black American who performed the first successful
open heart surgery; George
Washington Carver, wh o
invented more than 400
products from the peanut
and the potato; and Ja n
Ernst Matzeliger, who built
a shoe making machine and
revolutionized the world' s
shoe industry. The performance was arranged by
Colton High School's Asso; iated Student Body, Activities Director Marilyn Johnson said. Colton High 's
library is continuing th e
Black History Month theme
with several displays. One
involves stamps that th e
U . S. Postal Service has
used over the past years to
honor blacks. Stamps from
this series will be on di s play until February 28.
Teacher Fred Christian also
has items displayed in the
library to recognize black
Americans.

Mason University, said on a
multi-cultural campus the
potential for racial problems
exists and must be dealt with
before they happen. ''The conflict is there," he said. "The
incidents will break out.

The best tires
At the best price
& the best service
Guaranteecr

James White, President
The best prices on the
best tires with the best service guaranteed ? Its all at
my Goodyear Certified Auto
Service Centers.

We will beat anyone's
price on Goodyear tires and
our Certified Mechanics will
have your car ready at the
time promised or you next .

lube, filter and oil change is
free.
So the next time your
car needs tires service or
repair - Come see us.

r-------~---------,r-----------------,
69
15
Goodyear Certified Auto Service Centers Inland Empire Tire, Inc

I
I$
I

I
I

Service
Includes:
II
• Replace pads
and ahon
Repaci( bearings on non drive axlH I I $
• RHurface/dNma/rotors
II

95 •

•

per axel

L.9r•k• Special •

Inspect calipers, Whnl Cyllnders a,

hydraulics
Adjust and road tnt

·

Offer Includes·•
I
.88 • Drain oll & replace up to 5 qta/30wl I
• FREE - 12 pt vehicle Inspection I

I I
I I _,.;.._.,,....,..

•
•

Lube 011 & FIiter •

FREE • 4 11,. rotation
lnatall ,-tllter
Lubricate chaals

I

I

-----------------J~-----------------J
·;... <-·: ·, ... -:·· 2 LOCATIONS TO SERVE YOU COME SEE US TODAY
3553 Merri II Ave
Riverside CA 92506

ASK ABOUT OUR
NATIONWIDE

5520 Van Buren Blvd
Riverside CA 92503

SEVICE WARRANTY

1-800-69-TIRE1

1-800-69-TI RE2

Legals
Page B-3

The Black Voice News
FlCTITIOUS BUSINESS
NAME STATEMENT
The following person(s) Is
(are) doing business as:
SYNERGYANDFUTURE
VALUE INVESTORS
23S84 Bay Ave.
Moreno Valley, CA 92388
Oscar Pender, Jr.
23S84 Bay Avenue
Moreno Valley, CA 92388
Eric Stephen Pender

23S84 Bay Ave.
Moreno Valley, CA 92388
Ethel Mae Pender
23S84 Bay Avenue
Moreno Valley, CA 92388

Regina Lenore Pender
23S84 Bay Avenue
Moreno Valley, CA 92388
Kelwyn Oscar Pender

23S84 Bay Avenue
Moreno Valley, CA 92388
This business Is conducted
by a General Partnership.
This registrant commenced
to transact business under
the ftctltlous business name
or names listed above on
NIA.
/s/Osc:ar Pender, Jr.
The ruing of this statement
does not or Itself authorize
the use In this state or a
ftctltlous business name In
violation or the rights or
another under federal, or
common law (sex. 14400 et.
sec.. b & p code)
Statement filed with the
county clerk or Riverside
County on January 14,

1991.
I hereby certify that this
copy ts a correct copy of the
original statement on ftle In
my office.
William E. Conerly, County

Clerk
F11e No. 9103S7
lp/2f1,14,21,28,1991
FICTITIOUS BUSINESS
NAME STATEMENT
The following person(s) Is
(are) doing business as:

•

SOURCEl
2787 West Bullard Avenue,
Suite 101
Fresno, CA 93715
WESTERN FARM
SERVICES INC
Delaware
This business Is conducted
by an Corporation.
This registrant commenced
to transact business under
the fictitious business name
or names listed above on
S185
ls/Herman T. Wilson, Jr.
President
The filing or this statement
does not of Itself authorize
the use ln this state of a
fictitious business name In
violation of the right of
another under federal,
state, or common law (sec.
14400 et. sec" b & p code).
Statement ftled with the
county clerk of Riverside
County on January 25,
1991.
I hereby certify that this
copy ls a correct copy of the
original statement on file In
my office.
William E. Conerly, County
Clerk
B. Herman, deputy
File No. 910694
lp/2/14,21,28, 3n,1991

Thursday; March 7, 1991
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St,o~ley·ca!mlcheal Fro~ ~;-1 . .,. . . th~ is fighting for ~e up uP.liftment of '" defeated'., t11eiiwoill~'
KWc~e 1:u~e on Pan-~fncamsm (~he I, th~rr,1,eople. H~ outl,1~ th~~struggle as \ becaus~,,t,1].~ ~,,ti:~9:\ot1~J~~e~JC~'.ia~<ilt
total hberauon of Afncans and Afnca : bemg a conscious one, with constant Israel (illegal,state Jheiillegal;;Ziomst
'rip?er sci~ntific socialism". "\',Jnder.the , ide~logic~ traini119,~,~~~t orgl31Ji- >~tated J rom ,~e,:'.con~t.~t,~e~!.9'.tt;!r1~q4
gmdance ?f Nkrumah and~~• he help - ~ati~n _aga~nst µie e:tl'loiuve system of ~and the1Palesn.ruan·lJC9pl~;\~ ?~µ'.a.S,}O!
fonn th~ fonn m,e All Afncan Peoples capitaJism. Tw-e pomted 9ut that of our warn~omJighte[S~f ~e ,W91!~p>n;,.
Revolutionary Party whose objective is ,people around the wodd were the most t«,trolling-the~o.rld..J1ot. ~o;i eb.eJ, .;igainst
Pan-Africaru~. From !Pe acknowledg- opp~ssed becau~ we~ theJ~torga- ~e 4'~~.w worl~ .fr~-~r,'5.+tlle ,ord~rry
ment of this culture and honor o~ nizmg jlrpund ideas and not issues. Amenca ~o.ntrollmg'~e -~orld andJ.f~'
Kwame'-Nkrumah and Ahmed Seku "'Issues 'aretemporary/ therefore making ;. resour¢s ;withdut.too :much TeSIStancef;
Ture, Stokely . Carmichael ,became \ ihe stfUggle temporary. ,Ture warned .Like hiStory~teps us•iio /ina~i;"w~t;ttie'
Kw~e ;rure. ~o!,th~ i;>_ast. twenty ~~~rs ..i~£aris,!lot~in,~e tht; ~3;111e;~tsiake,,~ at . ,. . oppressqrs ;~~;tl,te tg~cjp~,i\~Y~i,~tio~: ~
.he has _been residmg mi\frica. Y "'' " :')Vas
ma,Ce m the ~1xt1es by ~gettmg ,.. ary forces wi,11,contmuel.toibrakedown,
-» \,;
,.·. ·Kwame Ture_Speaking; Ture over t,:aroused by petty issues like they called •· imperialism;,;;tleiended,,with the~e~atn'- ,
emphasized the"need for our peopieJo ti;m·e a niggerJor instance. '.,We\need❖to +' pie of the watlsHot.10;t}leiWans'not;t•:me
·,
-:_,.,ii=»':=:•.:::, ..-/.-. --~ ,. -,- w, .:,... -.,-»1.:.,
,..
get organized for an eternal struggle for . struggle every day of o.ur lives no matter }>watts riot was pot.·organized .but there
African ~people's liberation. _, AU.:, wp~t ou.r'enemy says o~r aJlo\VS ,llS_to . . , still ,\Vas,muc~'.:d~n\'.ag~}~one;1just;".'ait;'.
½fn,cans tjf Afric~ decent,wh~ther they-,;Mq_'., -He'.'.~ o\Exe~ss~d'llia~'.quantitative , till
are .orgiruie~\qi~'.;§yste >wp1 ·
live in .n orth .o r south America, ;' progress is what our,,people·should be 4 crumble over'nightJ',,~}Jifk\:']J; .· .
r·
,Caribbean, or any other part of the t aimitjg ,for. For examp~e,',h(?_gave;_the, } '[Qlfr~ "'.:!~"":~,,91;1e}\l5>n~
~~d , - d
world are·Africans to get organized as :' 'proportion of J\.frican' politicians com- period. :.:Stu<lents;:wei:e abl
stressed is join:;an organi~ation)::; P,~ ed:!g,2s~~r~eo~~~;l?! ~~l;pt.,~r~t~Qt /;: ;!!1ei~,9~$1~~./,~ ~ts'9~~ -;,~,
',
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, o f the ~entu11: Afric;u( ¥ethodism h"ad a :+)\'itll,µiercy{il'Iti1'TQ~t~et<ra~ ,el}:for~
Pennsylvania in 1816. Great missionar: , finn foothold all over America,,with mis- '' opp~"and k.ives"opPO~.tyltiFth6¥e

Church History From A-6
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ie\t~~=e~::~ai1::t:!~ Chu;~h · ~.~dCi'?t<j~~:~·-~r/:ffi.f !' 'Bi~~-1 a';ap.~.· ~t·~:;ey~t,m~;~ ~i,t~~J~~i
on old Mo~ Stret:t in New York City in · .· · Tht; 'Black <?1~h ~as not only inte.~- .,,S°,lllh~Jto:E~t;;~o; ~~~J~~~ j t J~,lie'!es
1819·.'' Da~1d Smith too~ gte-C~urch to t ,;;~ fed.1~~.;~ ~11:h~~us ,~!!e 9f~K\pe<?fl.~>~ Yt~atJhifC}S,1.~~~:;g11fi,ff:ftt$1~~f~~gt~
Washmgton, D.C.; Moms Brown orga- ·Amencaf buHn everyphaseofthe life of bloodr,one world1and.
' d i'i OOr
nized th<: Churc~, in Ohio and Canada. il!-1,people./ In51!<>~ the Black,Cl!urc!l,is .:creator.~\ t',&Tu,'f>{li~fu(i~?
.....
Paul Qumn earned the Church to the aspirit, a progressive, positive spiritf'It '''t''REV.{CHARLES BR KSST.s:P,AlJ(;
West ·and Charles Burch established .believers in a home for the family, shelter ~.M.E.XHURCH;l.355 ;WEST 21ST
African Met_~odism in New England. for 'the weary, foodfo,r the hungry, .cl~th~ l~STRE;,§ 'l't~~,~ {:~~ti~~J:?,I,NJ,)} ~~ ;
Daniel Payne and Richard Cain took the ing for the naked, and justice for those 92411 ,_ "· .. ·· ·: s •···· E/,J < ·, ,, ·,.· ' '\"' ·''~'
Church to the South and before the end whe> violate the law; justice tempered ; · ' ·
',H"' ·•
-,?

i{;~t,~i

Come and See MBC
Presents

Seventh Annual Concert

Memorial From A-8

Sunday March 10, 1991 at 3:30 PM
Featuring
Candy Brown, and the Mighty
Voices
Voices of First Charity
New World MBC
Special Tribute to Troops Victory
In Desert Storm
at
13563 Heacock Street
Moreno Valley Ca

Wood Brassel, was in a
Women 's Army Corp,
.15th Air Force unit, stationed at Bari, Italy during World War II during
the Nazi bombing of that
city;
Women service members have long shared the
dangers of war, . and
should also share the honors. I hope our city can
honor Soldier Adrienne
Mitchell and her family.
If I can be of assistance, please let me know.
· Bob Lynn Past CoWlcil
Member

"Come Out and Be Blessed"
For Information (714) 780-7836

Eunice Honored From Page A-1
Riverside NAACP for at the convention, held service
to
her
In addition to her
10 years. Mrs. Hooks in Detroit.
community and to work in the Riverside'
named Williamson one
"She
has mankind," said Hardy area
communizy
of
the
Unsung demonstrated
her Brown, Co-Publisher.
Williamson serves a_s
Heroines of the leadership
and
Assemblyman Steve the Far West Region
NAACP back in 1989 committment
in Clute was very pleased Co-Director for the
t--M-t-._R_o_se_F_r_o_m_A
__6- - - - - - - , - - ~ with the selection of University of Arkansas
called for this
Eunice Williamson, he Pine Bluff Alumni
said, "Williamson is Association.
purpose, since Christ
nor submitted
one
of the most
Space is still
themselves totally to also suffered for you,
dedicated members of available, call for
leaving you an
the
Riverside reservations, (714)
the Lord, so when
example for you to
community.
Her efforts 682-6070 or (714)
they ask of God, He
follow
in
his
steps.
have
made
a distinct 889-0506.
does not hear them.
difference in our
1 Peter 2:21
We must come
community."
Amen
back to our first love
and do according to ·
all that is requirect' ..
through Jesus
obeying God's laws
and commandments.
We must let the light
of Jesus shine in us
for all to see. For
when you seek the
Lord, He will give
you ·spiritual eyes'; .
creative eyes, an eye
to help others. The
Lord will give you
ears to hear His ·
voice. He will then
grant you tl!e
At SDB Balloons-N-Gifts we have a wide selection of
mysteries of the , "
kingdom of-heaven.
Balloon Bouquets, Gifts in a balloon, Talking balloons,
Rev. Clarenc'e
Imprinted balloons, Mylar Balloons, Hot air balloons,
Harris served
and Balloon decorating
communion
to
all
'
• ,• .
' «:·$;$:::
To order Call 714-384-1989 today
then closed> The ··

SDB Balloons -N-Gifts
·o

We do Balloon Decorating

':$:

We Deliver

,r:::t:~ ~~~f~.~:R?~t:"' ~
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Fq~ you ~~ye
.•.·· ~~
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416 N. "H" Street, San Bernardino CA

BROWN'S B ·OOKS
THE INLAND EMPIRE'S SOURCE FOR AFROCENTRIC BOOKS AND LITERATURE
'

W .E.B. DuBOIS -

THE M!SEDUCATION OF nm N EGRO
BLACK MEN - 0BsoLETE, SINGLE, DANGEROUS ?
THE Som.s oF BLACK Fouc

MALcou.tX

MALcolM X SPEAKS

MAJORIE AOOSIN -

WOMEN OF SMOKE (LATIN AMERICAN WOMEN IN

JAWAN'ZA KUNJUFU -

COU?m!RING nm CONSPIRACY TO DEsTROY BLACK BOYS

CARTER G. WOODSON -

HAKI MADmmtm -

DEVELOPING A PosrrIVE SELF IMAGE
MOTIVATING AND PREPARING BLACK YolJl1{ THE WORK

$99 PER MONTH CAN DELNER ANY NEW CAR

I
]:i::1:::i:;:1
:::::=::::::::::

:,:❖.•,••:❖•

JUUA AND NA111AN

in our inventory on approved credit
No Credit ? First time buyer ?
Credit Problems In The Past ?

Call us at 393-9331 We can sell you a car!
I

• · •• •• ••••• •• • •••••• •• •••• • •••• • ••• · •••
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LITERATURE)

HARE - CRISIS IN BLACK SEXUAL Pm.mes

DR. BOBBY WRIGJIT -

i::J;::i\:::::::

::;:;:::;.;.;.;-::-••·.•.·.,·••••··.·.•.·.··•.•;·.·.·•.•.·.·•• •••'.·.·.•.
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THE ENDANGERED BLACK F ~ Y
THE PsYOfOPAllllC RAClAL PERSONALITY
AuCE WALXl!R - THE COLOR PuRPLB AND THE TEMPLE OF MY FAMILlAR

PuU17ER PRIZE WrNNER
PUU17ER PRIZE W!NNFJI.

TONI MORRISON - B ELOVED AND SONG OF SOLOMON

THE FIRsT NOVEL BY
DwlGHT PuIDoER

A BLACK AMERICAN HARRIET WnsoN - OUR NIG
"THE 'fRU'l1{ ABour THE BIG Lm"

Booxs FOR Cmx.DREN ON FAMOUS AFRICAN AMERICANS, AND AFRICAN CUUURB

CARDS -

1991 CALENDARS AND MoRE... .....

_ _ _ ___,;.;.__-,,

poURs:
3:00 P.M. TO 7:30 P.M. MONDAY TIIRU FRIDAY
10:00 A.M. TO 3:00 P.M. SATURDAY

.AW'ea·if ~~=''~bject

tax,

a.'

to prior sales, plus
license,
" 06fumentath:>n.Fees; and Approved Credit, Customer

.: };It'. )r' 'Requested optlons;are extra:

WE CAN ORDER ANY BOOK You WANT .
JUST CALL Us!!!!!

ALLow 7 TO 10 DAYS FOR DELIVERY

Brown's Books
1583 WEST BASEUNE STREET
SAN BERNARDINO, CA 92411

(714) 889-0506

Classi ied
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CROWN VILLAS
LUXURY VIEW CONDOMINIUMS

~~ From $<JS,400:
•

CORONA

IT'S A DREAM
COME TRUE!
Crown Villas offers
the ultimate in luxury
condominium living.
Why rent when you
can own! You can have
the American Dream

• Based on a sales price of$95,400, rhe 3% down payment is $2,850. rhc loan amount is $92,550. wirh a monthly principal and inreresr paymenr of $778.21, ar 9 '/,% (10.360 APR), $119.25 properry taxes, $168.00 Maincenance Association fees,
$38.-16 l>futual lorrgal(c insurance, for a total payment of$!, 103.92. Rares subject to change without notice.

2584 Avenida del Vista • Corona, California 91720 • (714) 279-9906

.

,. •:•:North Fontana Home
••; 1600 sp.ft two story
•
~ .•:•.4 br. 3 ba. many upgrades
••:~on't last for this price
... +$153.900 (714) 822-7575
• ••::1/14,21,28,3n/1991

'
Houu For Re.nl
For rent 2 Bedroom
($450) and 3 Beadroom
, ;.. •,($550), 1619 Eureka, San
': • '.Bernardino, (714) 889. 4711.
3n,14,21,28 1991

..

; '-.• Real Estate Needed
:-:: Affordable bacjlors
..-: •" {luarteS for my adult son.
Please Call Mrs. Jones
.,- (213)296-5652
3n,14,21,28 1991

....
..
~·
..........
,•.
Eau,loyment
...... Affirmative Action
OfJ"tcer
..
.....,•..... ... The County is recruiting
~

wide Affirmative Action
TRAINING
Program. The position rqs No matter where you are
4 yrs of prof, mngmt. or
admnst lvl exp in a fonnal
affinnative action or
contract compliance
program or other fonnal
program involving
advocacy with respect to
equal employment
opportunity. Apply by
March 29, 1991 to: San
Bernardino County
Human Resources 157 W.
Fifth Street, San
Bernardino Ca 924150440, (714) 387-8304.
3/7/91

." J

Experienced Sales
Person Needed
You can make up to $600

per week with part-time

,

..

#

,

~

...;• •.
:•

...

'

for a dynamic individual
who has responsibility for
the coordination,
·implementation,

work, commission only.
To apply walk in or call,
after 3 p.m., (714) 8876906. 4378 Carmelina,
San Bernardino, 92405.
3/7,14,21,28 1991

/J. usine.ss. QJmQ.l11lailie.s

in life one one instructor
teaches you how to
become financially
successful through real
estate investments. (714)
425-0520
2114,21,28,3n 1991

Would you like a
relationship with a single,
Black. attractive, 31 year
old professional man?
Send a recent photo,
letter and phone number
to The Black Voice News
ATI; Personal CDM, P.O.
Box 1581, Riverside, CA
92502. \p\lFN

Earn Extra Income
Nationally known
products call George
Gardner For Infonnation
at (714) 876-5115
3/7,14,21,28 1991

BadCr,:dil?

Learn Exactly How To Fvc
Your Credit ReJX)lt- Get
Loons - Credit Cads, etc.
Amazing Recorded Message
Reveals Delails (714) 4243195,ext 10.
Pe.rsonals
Above All Else .. . To 3/7,14,21,2819()1

Thine Own SelfBe True
Shakespeare's words
challenge us to examine
our inner self and
overcome the obstacles we
place before us in our
pursuit of intellectual,
emotional and physical
fulfillment
Are you a female who
is mentally and physically
true to yourself! Are you,

REMOVE NEGATIVES
FROM YOUR CREDIT.
Let us assist you in removing
negatives fron your 1RW
ReJX)lt 100% Guaranteed and
legal. Gill (714)425-0520.
2114,21,28,3n 1991

Ii _. There's Excitment in Every Turn!-

,,·.; ~::;-..{J
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Northridge From B-2 ·
.~

trapped all patties in the conflict. And that kind
of realization comes through extremely honest
and · open discussi;on." Rubenstein encouraged
bringing diverse groups into a protected campus
environment to dialogue and stop potential conflict before it occurs. People must have an
atmosphere where they can be open with one
another without being labeled, he said.
Mary Ellen Ashley, author and vice provost at
the University of Cincinnati, urged giving sfudents at campus orientations mandatory sensitivity sessions so they will understand campus
expectations about student behavior. But the very
structure of universities promotes institutional
racism, lhe speakers said. "We are attempting to
promote diversity in an institutional structure that

• _ __J
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Eddie Dee From Page A-1
stayed there for 53 years. In every group and running a busi- do from adults.
1942 when she was 30 years ness because I received much
Eddie Dee also has done a
old, Eddie Dee began her first fulfillment from doing so, I still lot of work with senior citizens
volunteer work. World War II enjoy all of it and I do it out of in her community. In 1976 she
was in progress and she wanted love." In 1956 Eddie Dee was was asked by the Office on
to help the soldiers in some as led by woman if she would Aging if she would start a
way, so she volunteered her stan a Girl Scout troop for the senior citizens center with their
time to the American Red Black children in her neighbor- funds. Eddie Dee became the
Cross. She began doing "motor hood.
director a year later when the
service work" which included
Eddie Dee had no children center opened. As a result of
driving patients to and from of her own, but knew there was her involvement with the
their homes and hospitals. She a need in the community and Senior Citizens Center, she
was trained to become an wanted to do it for the children became aware of an existing
instructor of first aid and teach So she accepted and established food program in Perris,
courses in home care. Eddie the first ethnically. integrated California and wanted to do the
Dee was later asked to be on Girl scout troop in the area. She same for those in Rubidoux.
the Board of Directors for the welcomed every child that Eddie Dee started the Brown
American Red Cross in wanted to be a pan of the troop. Bag Program in Rubidoux. She
Riverside County and she '"They were a rainbow of col- continues today with Brown
accepted. She stayed with them ors," says Eddie Dee of her Bag providing food to low
for 39 years. "It was rewarding troop. Also in 1956 Eddie Pee income, elderly residents in the
to know and feel that you were helped form the North community. She remains devotdoing something, although I Rubidoux Women's Oub. After ed to the program and as. she
wasn't near the soldiers, In the several years, the women in has said, "I've only missed
area where I worked it helped the club wanted to expand twice over the years because I
some. I feel satisfied that I had their activities and involve- was very sick, I alw:iys give my
the chance to work with them." ments. The Riverside Sickle time and do what I can." At the
She puts her heart into Cell Organization was created age of 80 Eddie Dee continues
everything she does. Sbe as an outreach program to the her work with Jensen-Alavardo
helped found Mt. Vernon community by the Women's Ranch. The ranch is a historical
Missionary Baptist Church in Club in 1971. The Sickle Cell site in Rubidoux that is restor1945, the North Rubidoux Organization provides several ing the winery and house that
Women's Club , Riverside's different services to people sit on the Jensen-Alavarado
Sickle Cell Organization in with sickle cell disease and property. Eddie Dee holds the
1971 , the Jurupa Senior theirfamilies.Duringthe1970s positionsofDirectorofthe
Citizens Center in 1977, when Eddie Dee was in her 60s Executive
Board
and
Rubidoux 's Brown Bag she was working as a teacher in Parliamentarian. Her work with
Program in 1981, and the Rubidoux and Jurupa. She them began in 1979 and she
Rubidoux Child Care Center in became aware of inadequate helps with meeting procedures
1985. As if that's not enough, services for children. So she and contributes her ideas to
Eddie Dee has also been became an advocate for better group efforts. "If there is a
involved with about 20 other services and facilities for the question regarding parliamenorganizations. Some of which students. By 1985 she helped tary procedure, Eddie Dee is
include the Girl Scouts, the organize the Rubidoux Child the one to ask, : she know's all
National Association for the Care Center. "I've had a won- of ~obert's Rules," says Mary
Advancement of Colored derful life, especially with the Haggland, secretary and pubPeople, the Democratic Central youth," she said. "I think I lisher of the Jensen-Alavarado
Committee, and the Riverside learn more from children than I Ranch newsletter.
County Department of
7>- : t '.....,:7" l7x:=Community
Actio r;tsYc::h ::;': ~:-..;:,, , , "'.,,.--::-'
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is essentially hierarchical and autooritarian':" said',
Howard J.,Ehrlich, director of research"ofthe'f
Nationai"institute ' Against Prejudice '. andf
Violence.
·" .
" . '' -,
;:J ., L .· ..·. .tA
NNa 'im*Akb,r, psychologist ,an(1'<educaf&.;ail
Florida' State Qniversiry, agreed, adding
faculty attinideswillnoeroangewithou,t a cl,!ange in:
university authoritarian structure~ "Those head-,
.ing the institutions must affirm that certain stari'-.,
,.dards must befpreserved on campus:'
Michael•Wtlliam~;'iassistaiit secretary for civil
rights in the+!].S: ~Department of Education,
emphasized the 'imponance of multiracial campuses. "Colleges do fadeed have a real responsi. bility to bring ,jn a whole host of students onto
their campuses'and to bring students that reflect a
diverse population," he,said.

-,··~

where Eddie J?e.e is a
alternate comm1ss1oner.
B~tween her years o ; Th,service to those many ·• . 4i,
organizations, Eddie Dee . ' '
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LINCOLN• MERCURY• VOLKSWAGON
A
N

1600 Camino Real
SAN BERNARDINO

SAN BERNARDINO

•
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yeat,fate},

and she worked for ·the . , ::~ d !°'!bigi~1,1~ for only $45.00. !J.$5.00savings.offthe;J.
federal government, i O Pa·
encl~
. ·
·
i<
< '. •· · " ' , ''
1983, at the forest fire ; .. . ,~.,,ym ,
,
lab whe re she says she :~ ~~'11{ /!.·.'.'.111,1
learned record keeping. " ,, "
7-,:~.•-;:;t,---:-"'·~7".""";::;....,_+----'=:;;.;;:,::...;:;;.___:,,,..;:;:....;....,,..:~;.._..;;::~_::::::,.:::_:_
Needless to say, Eddie b,dd~;~•:_:. ~;:-;;:;-:::-;;;-;,;:::;"~;;;.;;:....--',-"-~~
. ~~~~;.,..,:.......::.:.~=~~
Dee has always been '•c·•· 1·ty ,.,.,
~, · .,:/·· . , s tate ,• .,,,
very busy woman and as
.. .. · ., " . , y
·· · ,
. : ,
:· 1-,-,,,,-,------she has said, "I've Teleph1;me1s ~,<\4%1/}y 1ttlJ;; .·
'-t,-:-: ->-"
;;J.;;.
~:,---'~_;;;;.......;.;.;~---'-'---
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>889-351 4
Se Habla (714) 824-0270
Espanol
.
<714

M

Signature·'_:

All prices plus tax. license, doc. & smog fees. All prices
include all factory incentives & rebates.
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